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bioinformaticists. ln a range
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applications of microbial
genomics and explore
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opportu nit ies that th is
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As we enter a
new mi l lenn ium,
Allan Hamilton
reflects on the
impact of microbes
on our l ives and the
challenges that
l ie ahead for
microbiologists,

Micrcbiology at the beginning
of anewmillennfum
Allan Hamilton

If millennium celebrations are to have any

significance beyond the immediate and the

trivial. then thev should indeed celebrate

events and achievements of the past 1,000 years, but do

so in the spirit of looking forward to the opportunities

and challenges of the future, built upon and made

possible by these same earlier achievements.

How does microbiology respond to this clarion call?

It has to be said that the millennium is a peculiarly

inappropriate time frame within which to examine the

progress and development of microbiology. Sfhile a

good case can clearly be made for marking the origins of

microbiology with Leeuwenhoek and his 
'animalcules'

in the late 17th century, its true scientific study, largely

in relation to medicine, only arose with Pasteur and Koch

some 1)0 years ago, and within alatger environmental

framework with \Winogradsky and Bei jerinck only in the

early years of this century. The microbes themselves,

blissfully unaware of man's concern or interest, have been

busy originating life, and first creating then maintaining

the biosphere for some thousands ofmillions ofyears!

The paradox inherent in these two very different time

frames is paralleled by a striking dichotomy within

microbiology itself in this year of 1!pp.

There is manifold evidence that microbiology lies at

the heart of human affairs (MHHA); it has always done

so and it always will. Yet as a subject discipline,

microbiology remains largely misunderstood and even,

to a significant extent, feared by the general public.

W Biotechnology
Taking some examples of MHHA, one can reasonably

start with 
'biotechnology 

as the second oldut profession' . There

is evidence for the use of yeast in the brewing of beer in

Mesopotamia as long as 6,000 years ago. In more general

terms, the ability to harness microbial fermentation

to produce arange ofpreserved and/or enhanced food-

stuffs - beer, wine, bread, cheese, yoghurt - has always

been one of the hallmarks of a settled society progressing

along the road to what we would recognize as civilization.

It is worth emphasizing here that advancement in these

technologies was only made possible from the earliest

times by the overt genetic modification of the starting

materials through programmes ofplant, animal and even

microbial breeding.

W Bread and blood
In all the talk of domes and parties, and indeed of

the non-microbio logical  mi l lennium bug, i t  seems

often overlooked that the millennial time frame reflects

one th ing,  and one th ing alone;  the or ig ins of  the

Christian religion. Here again micro-organisms have

a role to play; albeit a minor role and one involving a

specific bacterium. The phenomenon of a red, or bloody,

coloration of bread had been noted earlier by both

Pythagoras and by Alexander the Great, but it was only

with the Christian tradition of communion that the
'bleeding host' took on miraculous status and was seen

regularly throughout the Middle Ages as tangible

evidence of transubstantiation. It was in the early lpth

century that an Italian pharmacist identified the

pigment produced by a bacterium (which he named

Serratia marcescens) as being the true nature of the 
'blood'.

S, marcescens will happily grow on a substrate such as bread

which has been stored in a damp mediaeval church.

S The Black Death
If one is looking for an organism whose impact on human

affairs has been massive, and one which clearly demon-

strates the complexity of the interdependence of microbes

and man, then one need look no further than Yersinia

pestis. Subsequent to the period of earlier Viking and

Moorish invasions, Europe in the first centuries of the

present millennium enjoyed a period of comparative

social stabil ity and growth, particularly in respect of

commodity trading between different regions. These

conditions gave rise to the development of trade routes

and of fairs at their points of intersection, with a conse-

quent increase in the free and safe movement of traders

and theirgoods across the continent. By the beginning of

the 14th century however,  a combinat ion of  r is ing

population and a period of cold wet weather with poor

harvests, was imposing strains on the individual and

collective welfare of the peoples of Europe. It was at this

point that Y. pestis and the Black Death arrived, most

likely from Asia along the Silk Route and into the Black

Sea and Mediterranean sea ports of Southern Europe. The

scale of  human misery occasioned by th is pandemic is

difficult to grasp. From its appearance inI347 in Messina

and Marseilles, to its spread to Scandinavia, Poland and

finally Russia in 1350 l2,the plague kil led approximately

30% of Europe's populationof 7) mill ion. Furthermore,

sporadic outbreaks ensured that by the middle of the

15th century the cont inent 's  populat ion was only hal f

what it had been before the arrival of the pestilence.

Interestingly, the after-effects of the ravishes of the

plague were very largely beneficial for the survivors. The

remaining wealth and resources wefe spread across a

smaller number of individuals; the shortage of manpower

resulted in higher wages with a greater appreciation of

specialist skil ls; and there was a conspicuous increase in

spending, notably on luxury goods. These conditions

enabled the seeds of the Renaissance to be planted.

Outbreaks ofplague had, however, been known since as

early as the 6th century, and even today it is not unknown

in Africa and South America. The horrif ic scale of the

14th century Black Death was due to a combination of

factors; the socio-economic conditions of the time, the

lack of public health regulations and any appreciation of

the aetiology ofthe disease, the absence ofantibiotics or

any other suitable treatment and, possibly, a mutation

leading to a particularly virulent form of Y. pestis.



# The White Plague
Over the centuries Mycobacteriurn tuberculoslr has probably
been an even more effective enemy of mankind than the

dramatic Y. pestis. Perhaps the most remarkable, and

certainly the most sinister aspect of this saga is that

around 1950, at least in the USA and NTestern Europe,

tuberculosis had taken on the role of yesterday's disease

through a combination of better l iving conditions,

widespread application of population screening by chest

X-ray and the development of effective drug trearment,

most notablywith streptomycin. Currently, however, we

are faced with a dramatic re-emergence of tuberculosis

as a major kil ler disease. There ^ppear to be two major

causes for this turnaround. AIDS, itself a leading

candidate for the modern equivalent of the mediaeval

Black Death, geatly increases the susceptibil ity of

sufferers to secondary infection with M. tuberculosis and

TB is very often the actual cause ofdeath. Second, the

great majority of new cases of TB are found to be already

resistant to streptomycin and the few other known

therapeutic agents. This latter situation arises from

inadequate administration and supervision of drug

tteatment over the prolonged period necessary to combat

the infection, with the consequent development and

spread of drug-resistant M. tuberculosLr. This is not a new

problem (on apersonal note,I helped the \7HO compile

statistics on the scale of the problem in Rio deJaneiro in

1962), but it is one that remains unresolved and largely

intractable due to the numbers of patients affected, and

the widespread need for treatment to be carried out

either at home or in inadequate hospitalized facilities.

S Future challenges and modern marvels
The emergence of new, and the re-emergence of 

'old',

pathogens, combined with the possible end of the

antibiotic era, pose formidable microbiological problems

for mankind in the years that lie ahead. But it would be

quitewrong to focus exclusively on such negative aspects

of MHHA. The positive gains to be won from the

application of microbial organisms and technologies to

industry and to the environment are potentially massive,

as indeed will be the undoubted future successes in

tackling human, animal and plant disease.

\(hat is more, we have at the moment an unrivalled

armoury of knowledge, techniques and understanding

that make microbiology a subject of great intellectual

excitement and one of huge practical utility. Molecular

biology has matured into the study of genomics and
proteomics which areaheady leading to greatly increased

understanding of microbial physiology and pathogen-

icity. Similarly, genetic technologies have opened a

Pandora's box with regard to microbial speciation and

the origins and evolutionary development of life itself.

Our appreciation of the true role of micro-organisms in

environmental systems has taken on new significance

with the identification of consortia. biofilms and surface

growth, and our horizons

have widened with the

study of the nature of

the interactions between

microbial and physical/

engineering systems.

Although not 
'Orange',

the future is bright!

W Publicperceptions
But the paradox of the

disparate v iews of  sc ience

between scientists and the

general public remains,

and the removal of that

disparity in respect of microbiology must be the single
major objective for all right-minded microbiologists as
we enter the next millennium. The difficulties take two
forms; one of knowledge, the other ofperception. $7hile
it is undoubtedly true that the advancement ofscience in
general, and of microbiology in particular, depend on a
great deal of specialized technical knowledge, the

essential information can be made avarlable to the lay-
man with skilful reportage and responsible journalism.

The clue to the success of this communication, however,
lies in the readiness of the public to accept the truth and
validity of the message being presented. It is this which
has been at least partially eroded in recent years by a
combination of irresponsible and sensarion-seeking
journalism, and the growth of a climate of opinion that

demands an easily identifiable individual or organization
against whom can be laid the blame for any and every
circumstance that carries with it an elemenr of risk. Such
anapproach to the challenges and opportunities of the
next millennium represent short-termism and Nimby
attitudes at their worst, totally at odds with man's
progress in previous centuries and quite inimical to all
possible future advancement. It is alegacy we musr nor
carry forward with us into the next millennium. As
microbiologists, therefore, perhaps our greatesr

challenge for the future lies not so much with advancing

our chosen subject as with making it more truly
accessible to the general public in all its intellectual

vigour and benefi cial practicality.

O ProfessorW. Allan Hamilton, SGM Treasurer
(t SgZ-t g9B) and Chairman of the tJ K National
Committeefor Microbiology can be contacted at
Department of Molecular & Cell Biology,
I nstitute of Medical Sciences, U niversity of
Aberdeen, Foresterhill, Aberdeen AB25 2ZD
Te\.01224 273143
e- mai I w.a. h am i lto n @abd n.ac. u k
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James O. Mclnerney& Kenneth H.Wolfe
Genomic analysis methods

$7hen all the contigs have been joined and

all the sequence ambiguities have been ironed

out, the time comes in any genome sequencing

project when it is necessary to annotate the completed

sequence. Even scientists who are not directly involved

in large-scale sequencin g may have an interest in genome

annotation and analysis, because bacterial genome

sequences are now often released in a preliminary form -

finished but not annotated, or even unfinished - many

months before they are published. Obviously, annotation

is not a trivial undertaking, but rather one that requires

the use of an extensive range of bioinformatic skills. The

focus of the project moves from the 
'wet 

lab'with its gels,

sequencers and PCR machines to the 
'dry 

lab' of hard-

ware, software and algorithms.

The sequencing project could also be said to move

from the hard facts (the exact DNA sequence) to the

softer inferences: attempting to identify potential open

reading frames (ORFs), to assign homologies from

sequence similarit ies, to identify motifs and finger-

prints, to study codon usage patterns, to find genes that

have been acquired recently through lateral transfer, and

so forth. It may sound as though a lot of hand-waving is

involved, but with the recent development of exquisitely

sophisticated algorithms many of the heuristic elements

have been removed. At first glance, a completed

microbial genome sequence appears to be an unruly and

undisciplined assortment of the four nucleotides.

However, a careful analysis, combining a sound

knowledge of microbial biochemistry with good

computational assistance can provide a surprising

insight into the macromolecular architecture of a

completed genome.

& Finding thegenes
It is an easy process to identify potential protein-coding

genes, but it is infinitely more difficult to identify those

that are defacto protein-coding. \7e can simply look for

potential start codons and stop codons. The result ofthis

type of simplistic approach is a collection of ORFs

(potential genes) of varying sizes. Rules of thumb

can then be applied, for example the observation that

real genes almost never overlap by more than a few bases,

and that large ORFs are extremely unlikely to be

spurious (the threshold chosen might be 100-200 amino

acids, depending on base composition). It is advisable,

however, to do database searches (see below) with the

complete set of all ORFs in the genome, before any other

prediction methods or length limits are applied, because

the clearest indication that a gene exists is a strong match

to a gene from another species.

This approach will f ind many genes but will leave

holes in the genome where there may be ORFs that

are real genes without homologues. \We need robust

methods for eliminating the unlikely candidates while

retaining those that might reasonably be expected to

encode a functional peptide. The most frequently

used gene prediction method is the non-homogenous

hidden Markov model (HMM) method, described by

Mark Borodovsky. First, a training set of 
'known' 

genes

and 
'known' 

non-coding regions must be supplied.

These sets are then used to define frequently used and

infrequently used oligonucleotides and frequency

matrices are constructed. These matrices are used in a

moving window analysis of the genome to find regions

with oligonucleotide frequencies that correspond

favourably with those in the pre-defined matrices. In this

way, it is possible to predict the state of each region of

DNA as coding or non-coding, independent of ORF

content. HMMs are quite efficient at identifying real

genes but can have difficulty deciding whether to

include or exclude regions between alternative possible

start codons at the )'ends of genes. Current HMMs are

being developed with the goal of improving the

reliabil ity of recognizing the correct start codon in a

gene.

ffi Database si milarity sea rch i ng
One of our first ports of call when trying to make sense of

a new genome is at the sequence collections. These began

in the early 1980s and have never failed to double in size

each year. Sequence collections come in a variety of

guises. There are repositories such as GenBank or EMBL,

35

BELOW:
#*9.  t .  Var ia t ion in  base
composit ion around the Chlamydia
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in C. trachomatisthe origin and
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which accePt almost all
Tablel.Us$rlwebsites sequences submitted to

GenBank them and make them

Ihttp://www,ncbinlm nih,got l;"tlft',J;,J,5 
tr*l:

BrAsr ;i:f'"'Til"1'""iilo,""i
I http://www.ncbi,nlm,nih.gov/blast time requested by the

sequencer. These rePosit-

EMBL ories are the largest and

Ihttp:/iwww,ebi,ac,uk/embl most up-to-date sources
of DNA and Protein

$WISS-pRSTandTrEMBL sequences. The downside

rhttp://www,ebi.ac,uk/swissprot ::."tt"*theserepositoriesq ' \ 'uvv 'uuvruL  
concefns  the  de l ibera te ly

light curatorial process and

the large amount of internal redundancy (duplicate

sequences or  near-dupl icates).  In addi t ion,  sequence

annotation can be quite spartan and there is no

consistency across reposi tory entr ies in re lat ion to

descriptive terminology and the use of keywords because

these are supplied by individual authors.

A sequence database, on the other hand, is a curated,

non-redundant col lect ion of  sequences,  wi th a certa in

amount of consistency in nomenclature (both for the

taxa and the molecules) and keyword usage. Databases

such as S\fISS-PROT are annotated to a high level and

each entry contains a substantial amount of the available

knowledge about that molecule. The downside is that

there is alarge backlog ofsequences that have not yet

been annotated and so are not in S\7ISS-PROT (they

can be found in TTEMBL, a sort of l imbo for protein

sequences).

Then there are the sgcondary specialist databases

which usual ly  contain annotated sequences or

alignments or use dedicated software products to look

for'f i ngerprints' in the supplier's sequence.

All these repositories and databases can be searched via

the internet for sequences that show a reasonable amount

of  s imi lar i ty  to the sequence submit ted by the user.

These searches can be used both to suggest functions for

the genes that have been predicted (e.g. BLASTP searches

of proteins predicted by HMMs against SSruSS-PROT)

and to check for any possible genes or pseudogenes that

were over looked by the predict ion algor i thm (e.g.

BLASTX searches of supposedly non-coding regions

against S\7ISS-PROT).

Having found a database hit, we can then decide on the

basis of similarity values whether or not the database

entry is more similar to the query sequence than would

be expected by random chance alone . If the similarity is

significantly higher than would be expected by random

chance, then we can infer that these two molecules are

homologous. In the words of \Walter Fitch, 
'Homology 

is

like pregnanc!, tul molecules are either homologoas or tbey are

not. There is no sucb thing as 707o bomologoui.Homology

means descended from a common ancestor and the term

was coined by Richard Owen inl843,who defined it (for

the purposes of morphological systematics) as " the same

organ under euery uariety of form andfunction". In molecular

terms, we define two genes as being homologous if we

can infer that they arose from a common ancestor. If they

show a higher degree of similarity than would be expected

by chance, then it appears to be reasonable in most cases

to make the leap of faith and assign both sequences to the

same homologous superfamily. Molecular homology can

be subdivided into orthology and paralogy: human

insulin and mouse insulin are orthologues (they diverged

due to species formation), while human cr- and B-globin
are panlogues (they diverged due to a gene duplication

within a species).

The process of trawling through sequence collections

looking for sequences of high similarity can be quite

rewarding and usually results in many ORFs being

assigned to a homologous superfamily. In many cases, it

may even be possible to infer a specific function for the

ORF, although this must be done with great carc because

of the problem of 
'annotation 

transfer'. Many genes in

GenBank are annotated as having a particular function,

whereas in fact this is just an inference based on sequence

simi lar i ty  to some other organism where the wet- lab

experiments have been done. \fhen these 
'friend 

of a

friend'chains of inferred function become too long, the

inference becomes unreliable. A related problem is that

any mistake in the annotation of a gene's function in one

genome sequence (e.g. apoor judgement call by an author)

can become perpetuated by annotation transfer to other

genomes and then becomes very difficult to clear up.

W When there are no similar sequences
In every completely sequenced genome there are some

probable genes that cannot (even tentatively) be assigned

a function on the basis of sequence similarity. Some

of these fall into gene families whose sequences are

conserved but where a function has not yet been

discovered for any member of the family. Other ORFs

without homologues must be incorrect predictions and

not gefles at all. A third group are 
'orphans' - genes

without families. A combination of evolutionary rate

and time since separation from the most recent common

ancestor may conspire to make sequences that are

homologous appear to be unrelated in sequence.

Alternatively, a homologue of the ORF in question may

exist somewhere in natufe but never have been sequenced

before. The question then arises "\Vhat, if anytbing, do

tbeseORFs encode?"

Plainly, this question represents something of a holy

grail in molecular biological terms. If it were possible to

assign functional information to ORFs in the absence of

database similarity, then we would be able to make a

substantial contribution to the understanding of the

biology of every completed genome. Progress in this area

Furtherreading

Dujon, B. (1996).The yeast

genome pro ject: what did we

learn? Trends Genet 12,

263-270.
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has been made recently by using DNA microarrays to

study expression patterns, particularly in yeast. Groups

of genes involved in the same biochemical pathway

or physiological process tend to be co-regulated.

Consequently, if an ORF's expression pattern under a

wide variety of conditions groups it with several other

genes, all of which are involved in some pathway, the

ORF is also likely to be involved in this pathway. This

approach can be used to generate hypotheses that can be

tested in the lab, but is not yet at the stage where

predictions can be made infallibly.

W Other genom ic patterns
There are other patterns that can be found in completed

bacterial genomes. For instance, when the completed

sequence of Mycoplasma genitaliumbecame available, it

was possible to find an unusual wave of base composition

heterogeneity around the genome. This wave of base

composition variation has a knock-on effect on codon

usage within the genome. As yet, the reason for this

peculiarity remains unknown. In the spirochaetes

Borrelia burgdorferi and Treponema pallidum there is

another unusual phenomenon. There is a significant

difference in base composition between the leading and

lagging strands of DNA replication and usage of most

of the synonymously variable codons is significantly

different between the two strands. This time there is a

clear explanation for this base composition bias and it is

related to replication.

Some extraordinary claims concerning lateral gene

transfer have been made since complete and nearly

complete genomic sequences have been made available.

It has been suggested, on the basis of nucleotide

composition analysis, that a very large portion of the

Escherichia coli genome has been acquired by horizontal

transfer since it shared a common ancestor with

Salm.onella. This is a difficult hypothesis to test using an

independent dataset, although denser sampling of taxa,

combined with phylogenetic inference does have the

potential to clarify the issue. Should it prove that these

figures are a reasonable estimate of the levels of Iateral

transfer, there are considerable implications for

molecular biologists and evolutionists to reflect upon.

) Dr James Mclnerney is based atthe
Departmentof Biology, National University of
lreland, Maynooth, Co. Kildare, lreland and atThe
Natu ral H isto ry M u se u m, C ro m wel I Road,
London SW7 sBD
e- m ai I j am e s. o. m ci n e r n ey @m ay. i e
O Dr Ken Wolfe is based atthe Department of
Geneti cs, U n ive rs ity of D u b I i n, Tr i n ity C o | | e g e,
Dublin 2,lreland
e-mail khwolfe@tcd.ie
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MRG/RoyalColleges
of Physicians &
PathologistsTraining
Fellowships in Glinical
Infection and Medical
Microbiology
l l hea imof these
UFel lowshinsisto
encourage promising young
clinicians wh0 are ptlrsuing clinical
training under RCP or RCPath
schernes to undertake a psriod of
research training in clinical
infection and medical microbiology
which involves w0rk in the clinic as
wellas in the laboratory.
Applications are particularly
enc0llraged from those intending to
obtain joint accreditati0n tlnder the
new RCP/RCPath training scheme
in medical microbiology and
virology and infectious diseases
The Fellowshins orovide the
opportunity for specialized or
further research training in relevant
fields within the UK leading to the
stlbmission of a doctoralthesis
There will be two awards available
underthe scheme in the
1999/2000 session and the
closing date forthe competition is
26 January, Further details can
be obtalned by e-mailfrom
fellows@headoff ice,mrc.ac,uk

PathologicalSociety
Fellowships
lThe Pathological Society
V soonsors fellowshins to
enable members of the medical
and scientific professi0ns t,vorking
in the UK or lreland in experimental
and/or patholo gically or
microbiolo gically related research
to travel to other institutions for
oeriods of uo to 12 months to learn
newtechniqtles of value in their
research Deadlines: 1 0ctober
and 1 March Annlication forms
and details are atlailable from
2 Carlton House Terrace London
SW1 Y 5AF (unruw.pathsoc.org.uk).
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Microbes in Nonruich [MlCR0N]
1|A nelv website has been crsated t0 unite microbiological research
V in Norwich UK, Ihis brings together information 0n over 25 gr0up
leaders working within the University of Ea$ Anglia, the John Innes Centre,
the In$itute of Food Research and the Sainsbury Laboratory who have
research interests in numerous aspects of microbiology The site features
an 0rganism-based structtlre c0ntaining introductory information oh all
the microbes under inve$igation, The site also c0ntains l istings of
microbiology seminars and meetings in Norwich and the surrounding
area The U RL f or M I C R0 N is http :/ /wwwjic.bbsrc.ac,uk/
hosting/microbes/index.html, For more i nfo rmati on c0ntact
either Mike Merrick (mike.menick@bbsrc.ac,uk) or Gavin Thomas
(gav.thomas@ bbsrc,ac,uk)
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American Society for Microbiology Resources
l0ur colleagues in the States have been busy expanding the range
V of resources that they pr0ducB to promote microbiology as a
subject and as a carssr A particularly exciting project as part of the
Microbial Literacy Collaborative, is the productionof Unseen Life on Earth,
a comprehensitle net,v vide0 series and television c0llrse. A four-part
documentary is to be screened on national television in America this
autumn and the video series will be launched in January, c0rlering
Microbial cell biology Microbial genetics, Integrating themes, [4icro-
0rganisms and the environment and Micro-organisms and human life
Books and other resources to comolement the series will also be available
from the AS[/1 next year, Different aspects of the project are aimed at
specific audrences st;ch as schools and colleges, di$ance learners the
general public and libraries Check outwww,microbeworld.org or
c0ntactthe SGIVI External Relations 0ffice for a leaflet
(info@socgenmicrobiol.org,uk) Details of other ASM educational
res0ll rces may be f ou n d at www.amusa,org/edusrc/edu4c,htm

Association for Science Education
1|The 2000 annual mee|ng of the ASE willtake place 6-8 January
Vatthe Universitv of Leeds Thousands of science teachers
technicians and advisers from many other countries as well as the UK will
attend There is a very full programme of lectures workshops INSEI
c0tlrses and visits 0ver 200 manufacturers publishers suppliers and
0rgattizati0ns providing services to education will be exhibiting at the
meeting. SGIV and IVISAC will be there on a joint $and, promoting the
theme'Building up . Breaking down (microbialgrowth versus
decomposition) and di$ributing po$ers factsheets and other materials.
SGM and the NCBE will also be launching the pack of fsrmentation
activities for 16+ that has been developed by John Schollar and Bene
Watmore with sponsorship from the Society, lf you require further
information 0r a c0py of the ASE Advance Programme please contact
Janet Hurst or Dariel Burdass at Marlborouqh House
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l,lthat sequence homology
tells us about the functions
and origins of vircl genes
Andrew Davison

Sequence homology
tel ls us how genes
are related to each
otherand whattheir
history is, Many
viruses - most
str ik inglythe large
DNAviruses - have
captured genes
from their hosts, and
many may even
have recycled some
to new uses,
Andrew Davison
depicts gene
captu re as akey
component of viral
evolut ion,

^-. Scientists are often chatacterized as those

I*ho like to explain simple things in complex

V terms -  somet imes so complex that  i t  seems

their own understanding petered out some time ago. But

th is is  a misrepresentat ion.  I t  may be that  b io logical

phenomena are ultimately too complex to understand

fully, but the urge to explain complicated systems in

simple terms is an irresistible human, and therefore

scientific, trait. The search for patterns is fundamental

to research * life's complicated enough.

&Shared her i tage
The evolutionary concept of biological systems implies a
shared genetic heritage. That such a heritage exists, even

between organisms wi th str ik ingly d iss imi lar  pheno-

types, has become glanngly obvious in the age ofgenome

sequencing. This offers a huge simplification to under-

standing gene function across wide ranges of organisms:

the role of a gene in one organism may be deduced from

that of a related gene in another, providing that function

is known. The principle behind this is that conservation

ofprotein function results in conservation ofstructural

mot i fs .  This is  most  readi ly  detected as amino acid

sequence similarity and, depending on mutation rate and

the time that has elapsed since divergence, somet.imes as

nucleic acid sequence similarity.

This aid to tracking down gene function

applies to viruses as much as it does to their

hosts.  In general ,  v i ruses tend to change

faster than their hosts (from one to six orders

of magnitude faster), thus placin g a gteater

emphasis on amino acid,rather than nucleic

acid, sequence comparisons as the primary

means of  detect ing s imi lar i ty .  This,  in

addition to the lack ofviral fossils (except,

in a special sense, retroviruses) and conse-

quent difficulties in assigning evolutionary

timescales, makes it more difficult to look

as far back in time along viral lineages as is

possible along host l ineages. \Whichever

computer program is used for detecting

related proteins, all eventually reach a'grey

area' where relationships become tenuous

and their interpretations speculative.

Analyses can be pushed further by search-

ing for motifs conserved between a set,

rather than a pair, of proteins, but even

then uncerta inty dominates at  some point .

Given the evolutionary rates of viruses, it is in this ocean

that information on distant origins is located; unfortun-

ately, these are also waters where red herrings abound.

# Captured genes
In responding to select ion pressures,  i t  appears that

viruses have util ized all available means for generating

diversity. Their genomes have been subject to gradual

I@ *#$ffi$*#ffi${"}$S#YTODAYVOL26/NOV99

processes of  mutat ion -

nucleotide substitution and

assoc ia ted  sma l l  i nse r t i ons

and  de le t i ons ,  genera r ion

of  domains or  ent i re genes

de nouo, gene duplication

followed by functional

divergence, gerre fusion,

gene loss,  gene t rans-

loca t ion ,  recomb ina t ion

or reassof  tment between

related viruses and capture

of cellular or other viral

genes.  I t  is  in the category

where viruses appropriate cellular genes (in large DNA

viruses probably via RNA intermediates), that the search

for genetic origins by detecting similarity has come into

its own. The fact that many ancestral viruses appear ro

have captured cellular genes has led to their description

as 
'molecular 

pirates'. \Thether this anthropomorphism,

which envisages a virus as 
'Cut-throatJake' 

or one of his

gang on the lookout for an opportunity to rob the

unsuspecting cell of a handy gene, is more accurate than

that of a virus as a 
'Borrower' 

who can pinch a gene and

modify it for another purpose, we do well to remember

that viruses lack motive. Moreover, in that viruses are

constantly intimate with the organism they infect, hosts

are also shaped by theirviruses. It is on this stage that the

delicate dance of coevolution succeeds when it results in

survival ofvirus and host.

Gene capture as a mechanism of adapting to the

host has been most abundantly seen in the larger DNA

viruses, such as the poxviruses (with their cytoplasmic

lifestyle) and, to a lesser extent, the herpesviruses. This is

likely to have been promoted by the ability of larger

viral genomes to incorporate significant amounts of

additional sequence and still be packaged into infectious

virus particles, and by the fact that such viruses face a

hostile array of sophisticated cellular defences, particularly

those involved in immunity. Nevertheless, gene capture

has been utilized in many viral lineages and has occurred

throughout viral evolution. Many viruses, for example,

encode a DNA or RNA polymerase and a helicase,

functions that arc l ikely to have been required at early

stages in viral evolution and are assumed to have been

captured. Genes whose products are involved in nucleo-

tide biosynthesis and DNA repair are characteristic of

larger DNA viruses. Examples include thymidine kinase
(of  var ious or ig ins) ,  thymidylate k inase,  guanylate

kinase,  deoxyur id ine t r iphosphatase,  r ibonucleot ide

reductase, thymidylate synthase, dihydrofolate reduct-

ase, uracil-DNA glycosylase, DNA methyltransferase,

topoisomerase and DNA ligase. Other captured genes

include those encoding subuni ts of  RNA polymerase,

poly(A) polymerase, mRNA capping enzyme, phospho-

l ipase,  s ia l idase,  haemagglut in in,  protease,  protein

il



kinase, protein kinase inhibitor, protein phosphatase,

semaphorin, profil in, 3B-hydroxysteroid dehydrogen-

ase, glutaredoxin, phosphoribosylformylglycinamidine

synthase and superoxide dismutase.

In addition to genes involved in nucleotide synthesis

and DNA replication or repair, large DNA viruses have

captured genes whose products presumably function in

subverting cellular processes, including modulators of

apoptosis and various zinc-finger proteins with probable

regulatory functions. Poxviruses and certain herpes-

viruses (notably human herpesvirus 8, implicated as the

causative agent of Kaposi's sarcoma) also have impressive

repertoires of genes whose cellular counterparts are

involved in immune function: chemokines, chemokine

receptofs, gfowth factors, interferon regulatory and

resistance factors, MHC antigens, proteins involved in

the complement pathway and other proteins that may

function in immune recognition in as yet poorly under-

stood ways.

t Recycling 
I

The picture is one of ready incorporation of potentially
useful cellular genes into the genomes of large DNA
viruses. In attaching a proper sense of timescale to gene

capture processes, however, it is important to bear in

mind that fixation of captured genes into a lineage is very

rare, and that most such events occurred in the distant

past. Divergence of captured genes from their more

slowly evolving cellular parents, in some cases accom-

panied by gene duplication, can lead to functional

diversification. For example, a component integral to

a cellular process can be released from regulatory

constraints in the viral context or can even be developed

into a meafls of inhibiting that process. Moreover,

divergence can ultimately result in loss of the original

function and gain of a new one. It appears that this may

be the case for deoxyuridine triphosphatase and

ribonucleotide reductase in the cytomegaloviruses
(B-herpesviruses) and for superoxide dismutase in the

poxviruses. In this way, as well as by eventual deletion,

captured functions may be lost as requirements

diminish. Thus, the lineage leading to the cytomegalo-

viruses appears to have deleted the thymidine kinase

gene in addition to losing the functions of the deoxy-

uridine triphosphatase and ribonucleotide reductase

genes. Perhaps most impressively, smallpox (variola)

virus has lost several functions in comparison with other

poxviruses, many occurring by simple frame-shift

mutations in what may be presumed to be recenr

evolutionary history. Indeed, the implication that

virulence in smallpox virus may have emerged as a result

of the loss, rather than acquisition, of genes is a

stimulating one.

@ Hidden captives?
Captured cellular genes that retain their original

function, albeit sometimes in modified form, are the

most common type ofviral gene thrown up by homology

searches. \Vhat about otherviral genes that lack cellular

homologues, such as those encoding structural compo-

nents of the virion? There are two main possibil it ies.

Evidence for the first, generation ofgenes de nouo, does

exist for some genes that are small or significantly

overlap other genes . Alarye leap is required, however, ro

accept that a significant number of such genes in the

large DNA viruses arose by this means. It seems more

attnctive to suppose that these genes were also captured

from the cellular repertoire and have undergone such

extensive functional revamping that their origins

are now undetectable. Also, this does not preclude

additional superimposed events such as gene duplication

and divergence. We should expect that possible cellular

origins for these genes will be put to the test with

accumulation of detailed information on viral protein

structures.  In th is connect ion,  i t  is  instruct ive ro note

that we cannot be complacent about our understanding

of the evolutionary rates ofviral genes. Studies of human

herpesvirus 8 have aheady thrown up an example

of a gene undergoing positive selection - a situation

which strongly favours mutations that change coding

potential. Evolutionary modes that allow faster rates of

change than those operating generally could have wider

implications in the generation ofviral genes.

\7e rightly marvel at the way in which viruses have

exploited cellular genes in promoting their own survival

and in the clues that homology searches give to how

viruses have evolved. In trying to understand the most

ancient viral origins, alarge degree of simplification and

a generous helping of speculation are required. \Torthy

as it is, the quest to trace modern viruses to their primary

roots in a convincing way is likely to be arduous and long.

O Dr Andrew Davison is a herpesvirologist atthe
MRC lnstitute of Virology, Church Sfreef,
GlasgowGl l 5JR
Tel. 01 41 330 6263; Fax 01 41 337 2236
e- m ai I a.d avi so n @vi r.g I a. ac. u k
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Comparison of
the sequences of
complete genomes
of organisms may
in future provide an
opportunityto learn
much more about
why pathogens
spread and cause
disease and wil l
al low us to unravel
the crossed wires
of evolutionary
relat ionships.

Genomiqs, phylogenetics and
epidemiology
EddieC. Holmes

Ifthe history ofgenetics has taught us anything

it is that each technological advance in data

- generation, from starch gel electrophoresis to

PCR and automated DNA sequencing, has brought

with it vast new amounts of information, and often

new debates, about how genomes are organized and

evolve, and how species are related. It is not diff icult to

predict that the first data revolution ofthe 2 1 st century -

the ability to sequence and compare the entire genomes

of organisms -  wi l l  l ikewise br ing wi th i t  many new

insights into the genetical history oflife on earth.

Epidemiology is one science which will benefit from

this flood of gene sequence data. Access to the complete

genomes of microbial species will doubtless assist in the

identification of the molecular factors which underpin

fundamental biological properties like virulence and

tropism, while on the host side genome data will allow us

to determine the genetic basis of disease susceptibil ity

and outcome. However, even though the availability of

sequence data will no longer limit the type of questions

asked, there are still challenges for those wishing to use

it to understand the nature ofinfectious disease. First,

it wil l be necessary to implement rational sampling

protocols, controll ing for factors such as age, sex,

geographical location and disease classification, so that

the sequenc e datawe have are as informative as possible.

Second, it wil l be necessary to develop a new suite of

analytical tools which can effectively process such an

abundance of information. It is likely that many of these

tools will have their roots firmly planted in evolutionary

biology - a field that provides a natural theoretical

framework by which to understand why genomes are as

they are.

& The phylogenetic vista
Perhaps the most useful tool in the evolutionist's kit is

the phylogenetic tree. The growing sophistication of

methods of phylogenetic analysis along with their ever

wider application is one of the most significant

developments in evolutionary biology. Since their first

appeatafice in the eady 1960s, gradual improvements

have been made in the mathematical models used to

describe sequence evolution, the proper starting point

for any phylogenetic analysis. Not only can the models

available today allow bases to change at rates specific to

the data in hand, but methods are now so advanced as

to allow changes in base composition along lineages and

for different sites along a sequence to evolve at different

rates, both ofwhich can have profound effects on the trees

constructed. Progress is also being made in allowing

bases to evolve in a concerted fashion, as might be caused

by protein or DNA/RNA secondary structure. Put

together, these advances mean that the assumprions we

make when we construct a phylogenetic tree are

increasingly l ikely to mirror the evolutionary processes

that produced the sequences in the first place'

Furthermore, techniques of tfee reconstruction are

being developed which use gene position or gene order.

Finally, we now know a good deal more about the

circumstances under which we fail to obtain the correct

tree, such as not having a representative sample of taxa,

and so we can design our analyses accordingly. This being

said, wildly differing rates of evolution or changes in base

composition along lineages continue to cause problems

in phylogenetic analysis and must always be considered

as possible sources oferror.

Once constructed, phylogenetic trees can be put to a

variety of uses in epidemiology, including determining

the source of particular epidemics, tracking their

subsequent progress through populations and assessing

whether certain strains are more often associated with

outbreaks than others. More recently, phylogenetic

methods, such as that of Nielsen & Yang (1998), have

been developed which allow the identification of

individual codons subject to positive selection. Such

techniques obviously have enormous potential in the

identification of those sites of utmost functional

importance. Equally impressive is that phylogenetic

trees can even provide an indication ofrates ofpathogen

spread. The use of molecular phylogenies in this context

stems from the realization that different demographic

histories (i.e. rates of population growth or decline) alter

the rates at which lineages appear on the tree. As a simple

rule, trees reconstructed from a (small) sample of lineages

frcm a population which has maintained a constant size

through time will tend to have more branching

(= coalescent) events towards the tips thanat the root.

As the rate of population growth increases, branching

events move from the tips towards the root, from which

dynamic it is possible to estimate approximate growth

rates. It is therefore possible to measure the growth

characteristics of epidemics simply by studying the

branching structure of phylogenetic trees. As a case in

point, application of this method to HIV-1 sequence

data revealed different rates of population growth for

viral subtypes A and B, suggesting that there was an

initial rapid spread of subtype B viruses through high

risk populations in Europe and North America. It is

clear that as theory develops further, so we will be able

to infer more complex epidemiological histories simply

by examining gene sequences.

& Trees or networks?
Although we can construct phylogenetic trees with more

accuracy than ever before, and can ask more far-reaching

epidemiological questions, this in itself does not

necessarily mean that we are putting together a more

accurate picture of evolutionary rcIationships. The

limitation of most phylogenetic analyses is that a ttee is

merely a hypothesis of how sequences and species might

be related to each other - albeit generaily a very good

one - and that there are other, more complex, ways
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in which organisms can be connected. For example,

if a sequence has undergone recombination in its

evolutionary history, a process which is common within

and among many microbial species, then it may be more

realistic to depict their evolutionary relationships as an

intricate 
'network' 

diagram in which sequences have

multiple ancestors, rather than as the normal bifurcating

tree with a single ancestral sequence at each node. It is

equally clear that recombination in the form of lateral

gene transfer has been widespread across very great

evolutionary distances, a process which will greatly

complicate our desire to reconstruct the tree ofall cellular

life and to classify organisms in a simple hierarchical

manner.

Deciding whether evolutionary patterns are better

represented as trees or networks is not only a taxonomic

nicety, but it also has profound implications for

understanding evolutionary mechanisms and predicting

future trends. For example, Ioci exhibiting high rates of

recombination, and which form network structures, will

have a grcatet capacity to generate genetic variation and

hence have more adaptive potential than those in which

mutation is the only fuel for diversity, and so evolve in a

tree-like manner. Such accelerated evolutionary change

is of special importance in antigen-encoding genes or

those that determine drug or vaccine resistance. A key

phylogenetic question for the future is, therefore, which

genes evolve in a simple tree-like manner and which

show more complex structufes, as this provides a simple

window on evolutionary mechanism.

Despite the evident importance of networked

evolution, most methods of phylogenetic analysis will

draw a tree regardless ofthe underlying evolutionary

process and in doing so will misrepresent evolutionary

history. As an example, consider the relationships

between various species of Neisseria bacteria

reconstructed using the 165 rRNA gene, a gene often

used in the phylogenetic analysis of microbial species.

Although a simple neighbour-joining tree of ten of

these species appears to be a reasonable interpretation of

their phylogenetic relationships (Fig. 1a), it ignores the

fact that many interspecific recombinarion events have

occurred. In these circumsrances a nerwork structure is a

much more realistic reconstruction of their evolutionary

history (Fig. 1b). It is perhaps ironic that as gene

sequence data accumulates and phylogenetic trees

become ever more common and powerful analytical

tools, there is a growing realization that these rrees are

not always the best representation of evolutionary

history.

The ability to sequence and compare the complete

genomes of organisms promises much to many areas of

biological science. For evolutionary biologists these data

will allow us to unravel the crossed wires of evolutionary

relationships, while for epidemiologists they provide

a major opportunity to learn why pathogens spread

and cause disease. The challenge for bioinformatics,

now a key component in both disciplines, is not only to

devise more efficient computer programs to analyse the

abundance of gene sequence data, but also to infer more

complex patterns of evolutionary relationships, and

hence mechanisms, from these sequences.

O Dr Eddie Holmes is a RoyalSociety University
Research Fe I low at th e Wel I com e Tr u st C entre
forthe Epidemiology of lnfectious Disease,
Department of Zoology, University of Oxford
TeL 01 865 271 282
e- m ai I edward. hol m es @zoo.ox.ac. u k
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S*6.  3 .  (a)  Unrooted ne ighbot l r -
joining tree of 16S rRNA seqtlences
(1355 bp)  f rom ten spec ies o f
Neisseria, (b) Network
representation of the same data
drawn us ing the method of  sp l i t
decomposi t ion which shows a l l the
phylogenetic pathways ( i .e the
sp l i ts )  l ink ing sequences ra ther
than only those that fit into a single
I ree More rn format ion concern ing
these data and the analyt ical
methods used can be found in
Smi th  e la l  ( i9gg)
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Genomic

Jean R, Lobry

S i 6 .  ?  .
W DNAwalks
The recent availability
of complete microbial
genome sequences to the
scientific community has

opened the door to
undoubtedly useful new
bioinformatic approaches
such as playing DNA
music or drawing DNA
walks. Since I hate noise,
I will focus on DNAwalks.
To obtain a DNA walk
all you need is a DNA
sequence, a sheet ofpaper
and a pencil to draw with
using the instruct ions
given in the chart on the
left (Fig. 1).

Read the DNA sequence
and walk into the plane
according to the four
directions defined by the
four different bases. For a

complete genome, this
repetitive task could be
extremely tedious but

fortunately a computer is not easily bored. Now look at

the output obtained with the 3,17 3,47 0 bases of the

complete genome of Synecbocystis PCC 6803, a

cyanobacterium (Fig. 2).

ri#6. {f i.

Here we have a simple graphical display corresponding

to the complete genome sequence of this bacterium.

$(hat does it suggest to you? Yes,I know, a3-year-oId

child could do that (see Fig. 3 !l).
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Hum. I agree that for Synechocystlr it does look like

nothing. But now look at Borrelia burgdorferi, a

spirochaete (FiS.4). The genome of this species is so

incredible that the fitst time I analysed it I wondered if

there were bugs in my program. Since then, the genome

of B. burgdorferi has been analysed independently by

other people and I am sure that this picture is not an

attefact.

' - ' . . ' i

\ \
1i_
t"-\(-.

The pattern is much more regular than the previous

random coils. Now if you plot, say, the'y'co-ordinate of

the walk, corresponding to the 
'C-G' 

axis, against the

map position on the chromosome you obtain the graph

shown inF ig .5 .

F;*6. {$.
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Now do you get it? This is a mountain - a genztlte

landscape! The tit le of the article becomes

comprehensible.  But  what is  the meaning of  th is

mountain? Simply that there are systematic statistical

biases for the base composition along the chromosome.

Travelling from )' to 3' you start to climb the mountain,

meaning that on ayerage there is an excess of C over G in

the sequence. Then when you star t  to go down the

mountain it means exactly the opposite, i.e. there is an

excess ofG over C in the sequence. As you can see,  the

mountain slopes are approximately the same on both

sides, meaning that these biases are symmetrical: their

intensity is the same, the sign is just switched at the top

of the mountain.

, i :: Climbing mountains
Do you know what is at the top ofthis mountain/ It is the

origin of replication of the B. burgdorfed chromosome

that, incidentally, has just been experimentally mapped.

As a consequence, when you are climbing the mountain

you are reading the lagging strand for replication and

when you are going down the mountain you are reading

the leading strand for replication. \)Vhat is usually found,

but not always if you remember Synechocystir, is that the

leading strand is enriched in keto (G or T) bases and that

the lagging strand is enriched in amino (A or C) bases.

Interestingly, these biases have been reported for both

eubacteria and archaea, mitochondria, chloroplasts,

viruses and plasmids, but not for eukaryotes up to now.

In B. burgdorferi the biases are so important that they

affect the amino acid content of proteins and you can

guess if a protein was encoded on the leading or the

lagging strand solely from its amino acid content.

The term 
'chi rochore'  

was coined to descr ibe.

fragments of the genome corresponding to a

mountainside, that is a DNA fragment more or less

homogeneous for  the base composi t ion biases.  This is

a purely descriptive term without reference to any

mechanism, reminiscent of isochore' for the description

of DNA fragments with a homogeneous G+C content

in some vertebrate chromosomes. On the other hand,

the term'replichore'was introduced to designate the two

oppositely replicated halves of the chromosome between

the origin and the terminus in bacteria. The good thing

is that chirochore and replichore boundaries are the same

in bacteria: the origins of replication are found at the

top of the mountains while the termini are found at the

bottom of  the lowlands.  This strongly suggests that

these kinds of genome landscapes have something to do

with replication.

ii3 Genomictectonics
A simple model to explain the universality of the

phenomenon is based on the spofltaneous deamination

of cytosines that induce C---T mutations. The rate of

this deamination is highly increased in single-stranded

DNA, probably because of greater accessibil ity to rhe

solvent in this state than in the double-stranded state.

During replication the lagging strand is continuously

protected by the newly synthesized leading strand, but

the leading strand has to maintain a t ransient  s ingle-

stranded state while waiting for the next Okazaki

fragment to be long enough ro resrore the double-

stranded state (see Fig. 6).

This fundamental asymmetry of replication may

explain the universality of the observed systematic biases

in base composition; these are at least compatible

wi th the hypothesis.  The protect ion againsr cyrosine

deamination may differ between species and explain

the variabil ity in intensity ofbiases.

The cytosine deamination theory is nice but it is just a

theory. The fundamental limit of bioinformatics is that

without experimental data you can discuss in silico results

endlessly and fruitlessly. I would be very curious to

know the minimum inhib i tory concentrat ion (MIC)

of chemicals such as bisulphite, which catalyses the

deamination of cytosine, for bacteria in which

compositional biases are important (for instance

B. b ur gdorfer i, Trep onema p a I I i dum, N ei s s er i a men i n gi t i d is).

These compounds may not only inhibit replication but

also t ranscr ipt ion because dur ing t ranscr ipt ion a

transient single-stranded DNA state is necessary too. It

would also be interesting to determine toxicological

information for eukaryotic cells.
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Further reading

A good introduction to

DNA music and courses on

bioinformatics and DNA

correlations, among other

subjects, is \Wentian Li's home

page at http://linkage.

rockefeller.edu/wli/

More about DNA walks,

their transformations and

analysis, is available on the

smORFland home page at

http://smorfl and.microb.

uni.wroc.pl/

The story of the Borrelia

b u rgda rfe r i repli cation ori g in

can be found in:

Picardeau, M., Lobry, J.R.
&Hinnebusch,BJ .  G99q.
Physicai mapping of an

origin of bidirect ional

replication at the centre ofrhe

B nrre I ia b ar gdorfer i linear

chromosome . Mol Miryobial

3 2 , 4 3 7 4 4 5 .

The under ly i  ng  mechan isms

rhat may explain genomic

landscapes were recently

reviewed in:

Frank, A. C. & Lobry,J. R

(199% Asymmetric

substi tut ion patterns : a

review of possible underlying

mutational or selective

mechanisms . Gene 238,

65-77 .



Wlrete are the new classes of
antibiotics and anti.fungals going
tocomefiom?
AileenAllsop

Due to the
problems of
anti biotic res istance,
the urgencyto f ind
new drugs is
pressing, Ai leen
Al lsop descr ibes
how genom ics and
bioinformatics are
transfo rm ing
research into novel
ant imicrobial
agenTS,

The clinical need for new classes of antibiotic

continues to grow as drug resistance erodes the

efficacy of current therapies. Historically, most

ant ib iot ics were discovered by random screening

campaigns.  Over the past  20 years th is st rategy has

Iargely failed to deliver a sufficient range of chemical

d ivers i ty  to keep pace wi th changing c l in ical  prof i les,

part icular ly  resistance.  A more rat ional  approach to

drug-hunt ing has been great ly  potent iated by the

availabil ity of bacterial genomic information. The rapid

progress in sequencing and analysis of  these smal l ,

prokaryotic genomes has also enabled the concomitant

development of powerful new technologies that are

rapidly extending our ability to search for new agents.

,ilirii Approaches to drug h u nti ng
In the past few years pharmaceutical research has

concentrated on two basic approaches in searching

for  novel  ant ibacter ia l  and ant i - fungal  compounds,

either target-based, semi-rational programmes or anti-

microbial screening. Both of these have advantages and

shortcomings as shown in Tables I and2.

On balance the overall advantages of the target-based

l?able l. Random.screening.based drug hunting

Advantages

I Selection for compound series which penetrate cells

I Inhibitor --= antimicrobial alreadv oresent

I Reproducible

0isaduantages

I Most active compounds are toxic and non-specific

I No rational basis for compound optimiiati on

I Soectrum unnredictable

I Mixed mechanisms of action c0mm0n

Table 2. l'latget.based drug hunting

Aduantages

I More sensitive - wil l pick up weak inhibitors and compounds which do not
penetrate (these can be the $arting point for a chemical programme)

I Easy screening - enzyms inhibitors

I Different approach (rational basis) and conventional screening is not
highlighting many new agents

I Ability t0 drive the search for novel compounds into new areas of biology

I Ability t0 do rational drug design

Disadvantages

I Need to turn rn vitro enryne inhibitor into antibacterial d ru g - not easy

I Genetic validation of taruets can be misleadinq
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strategies are obvious and many companies have

now abandoned random screening of  e i ther chemical

banks or natural products. An ideal target should be

di f ferent ,  essent ia l  to microbia l  cel l  surv ival ,  h ighly

conserved in a clinically relevant spectrum ofspecies and

absent or  radical ly  d i f ferent  in man. Inhib i t ion of  th is

activity could therefore cure the infection by kil l ing the

potential range of bugs involved without damaging the

patient and activity should not be restricted by existing

resistance mechanisms. Furthermore,  the ideal  target

should be easy to assay, and therefofe screen, and be

sui table for  rapid structural  analysis.  None of  th is,  of

course,  is  as easy as i t  seems! Searching electronic

databases can provrde a quick profile ofthe current state

of knowledge around a specific gene. Bioinformatics has

had the greatest impact, however, in genomic analysis,

h ighl ight ing potent ia l  targets wi th interest ing

properties: for example a number of companies have

built comparative genomic platforms which are

effectively capable of simultaneously comparing entire

genomes of a whole range of pathogenic species and

producing a rank order of  conserved genes.  This can

now be achieved for a whole variety of clinically relevant

spectra, including organisms as diverse as Streptococcus

pneamoniae, Haemopbi/us influenzae and Mycop/asma

pneumoniae. Dissimilarity to the human genome can also

be bui l t  in to the analysis,  resul t ing in a l is t  of  targets

wi th potent ia l  select iv i ty  over man and a useful

spectrum. \Thether the target  is  essent ia l  is  the next

question to answer. Simplistically, gene knock-outs can

easily provide this evidence; however, in reality it is very

easy to be mis led.  A tota l  loss of  funct ion (as created

in a fu l l  gene knock-out)  is  an unl ikely outcome from

biochemical  inhib i t ion by a compound in mosr cases.

Our work at AstraZeneca has demonstrated a surprising

number of  genes which by def in i t ion are essent ia l  to

microbral cell survival, but where even trace expression

levels can rescue viabil ity.

r4|; Fu nctiona I genom ics
Having selected atarget which theoretically can be used

to ident i fy  a compound of  interest ,  the next  step is  to

transform theory into pract ice and design sui table

screens.  Happi ly ,  there are many sui table targets wi th

establ ished biochemistry which have not  yet  been

exploited in the clinic. Under these circumstances assay

development can be a trivial exercise and screening can

progress rapidly. However, there are some extremeiy

attractive targets which are poorly understood in terms

of funct ion and biochemistry.  Funct ional  genomics is

an umbrella which brings together both bioinformatic,

genomic,  genet ic and biochemical  analysis to under-

stand and invest igate genes of  th is type.  The power of

l ink ing informat ion and approaches in th is way is

perfectly i l lustrated by the Yeast Functional Data Base,

mnr*X;
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reference to this source can provide a starting point for

investigation if not real evidence of analogous proteins.

In addition, many researchers have designed whole-cell

screens which respond to inhibition of specific targets,

without any prior understanding of biochemistry or

function.

S Newapplications of genomics
This is the point at which, until recently, the benefits of

a genomic-based approach stopped. Conventional drug-

hunting involves high throughput screening of

compound banks, analysis of hits and rapid expansion of

active chemical series to establish true lead compounds

with antimicrobial activity. Alternatively, ntional

design using structural information for guidance can

lead to the same outcome. Lead optimization then

methodically selects for improvements in drug-

associated properties such as minimum inhibitory

concentration (MIC), spectrum, bioavailablity and

pharmacokinetics, until f inally suitable development

candidates are identified. Even with state-of-the-art

chemical technologies, such as combinatorial chemistry

or multiple parallel synthesis, chemical diversity cannot

always deliver the desired compound profile and failure

is a constant risk throughout this process. Many

companies have used genomics to'select interesting new

targets; screening has revealed inhibitors and in some

cases compounds with significant antimicrobial activity.

However, there are no examples of compounds in

development which have come from these strategies, but

it is still early days.

ffi Future potential
The technologies associated with microbial genomics,

particularly bioinformatics, have radically changed

our ability to follow target-based approaches. Sadly,

however, targets do not treat infections and the chemical

properties of a compound may not fulfi l the profile

of the tatget. The next generation of genomic-based

technologies is only just beginning to impact upon

addressing the risks of such strategies. Expression

profiling (microarray), proteomics and mutant libraries

combined have established the technology to invest-

igate, confirm, or establish the mechanism of action of a

compound, providing an important link between targets

of interest and compounds with attractive properties.

These technologies extend our capabilities further in the

area of functional genomics and also provide new tools

for the latter stages of drug-hunting, but the grearest

impact could be in facil itating the transformation

of antimicrobial screening campaigns into rational

genomics-based drug-hunting programmes. Other

tools are also emerging which could improve the quality

of our decision-making, for example structural genomics

will deliver an improved capability to judge the

similarity of microbial target enzymes against human

counterparts. An ideal technology platform would allow

for the combined advantages of both compound and

target-based screening. There is every reason to be

optimistic that this will be possible in the very near

future.

O DrAileen E. Allsop isVice President&
Head of lnfection Therapy Area, AstraZeneca,
Alderley House, Alderley Park, Macclesfield,
Cheshire SKl O 4TF
Tel.01625 513401 :  FaxOl 625 590408
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Where are the new classes of
antibi0tics and anti-fungals going
to come f rom?
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bacteria
Paul H.Roy

Horizontal transfier of genes in

Horizontal transfer of genes in bacteria has

been studied for several years, especiaily

with regard to extrachromosomal elements.

Genomic sequencing is now providing increasing

evidence for widespread exchange of chromosomal

genes. I will attempt to provide a brief overview of the

mechanisms of genetic exchange and of mobile DNA,

and then summarize how genomic data can be searched

for evidence of ho r rzontal transfer.

ffi Mechanisms of genetic excha nge
Conjugat ion.  Conjugat ion has been wel l  s tudied,

especially in Escherichia coli and P seudomonas aeruginosa. ln

these species, sex factor (F and FP) plasmids can become

integrated into the chromosome by homologous

recombination between an insertion sequence (IS) on

the plasmid and a homologous IS on the chromosome.

Subsequent pilus synthesis and initiation of single-

strand displacement replication then causes the transfer

of half of the F plasmid followed by alarye segment of

chromosomal DNA, via the pilus, into a recipient cell.

There, the second strand is synthesized and the acquired

DNA is incorporated by homologous recombination'

Alternatively, the F factor can be aberrantly excised to

form an F' factor (aIarye circular plasmid containing

many chromosomal genes) which can be transferred by

the same mechanism. Because of the host range of the F

plasmid, transfer between E. coli and Salmonella can

occur. Amongst Gram-positive organisms, streptococci

are the best studied and contain both conjugative

plasmids and conjugative transposons (see below).

Transformat ion.  This mechanism, whi le not  ubiqu-

itous, has been well studied in both Gram-positive

(Streptococcus pneumoniae atid Bacillus subtilis) and Gram-

negative (H a ern op h i I u s infl u en z ae and N e i s s er i a gon orr ls o eae)

bacteria. Several other species are known to have natural

transformation systems, among them Acinetobacter

(where transformation may be the maior mechanism

of dissemination of antibiotic resistance in this species)

and the cyanobacte dum Synechocystis . The completion of

the genomic sequences of B, subtil is andH' influenzae

and the identification of their competence genes makes

it possible to search for homologues in other species.

Transduction. Two types of transduction exist:

specialized (by aberrant excision of a lysogenic phage,

incorporating genes adjacent to the phage attachment

site) and generalized (by erroneous encapsidation of

chromosomal DNA in lieu of linear phage concatameric

DNA produced by roll ing circle replication). The

specificity is restrained by the phage host range; this is

probably not a maior mechanism of interspecies transfer.

S Vehicles for genetic exchange
Plasmids. Plasmids have been best studied inE. coli and

P. aeruginosa. Early on they were divided into F (sex

lM ffii6wsffi*ffihdpffirroDAYvol26/Novgg :

factor) and R (resistance) plasmids. Later, many R

plasmids were found to encode F-like replication and/or

transfer genes. Conjugative R plasmids are responsible

for most of the dissemination of antibiotic resistance

genes. One of the best studied is R100, which contains

F-like transfer genes but different replication genes.

S7i th in R100 there is  a t ransposon,TnT0, encoding

tetracycline resistance, and another transposon, Tn2 7.,

encoding mercury resistance, itself within a Tn9-like

transposon encoding chloramphenicol resistance. \Within

Tn21 there is an integron encoding streptomycin and

sulphonamide resistance. -While the aforementioned are

typically extrachromosomal genes, plasmids can also

carry chromosomal genes. A good example is the class C

chromosomal B-lactamases, whose genes are increasingly

found on plasmids. As mentioned above, F plasmids can

transfer large blocks of chromosomal genes.

Transposot'ts. Transposons, or 
' jumping genes' are

responsible for the dissemination of several antibiotic

and heavy metal resistance genes, as well as degradative

genes and even the lactose operon (the latter with the

consequence that clinical microbiologists can no longer

ignore Lac+ enterobacteria!). Perhaps the best-known

example is Tn-3, which contains two genes for its own

transposition and the TEM-1 B-lactamase gene. TnJ has

spread among Enterobacteriaceae on plasmids of several

incompatibility groups (which correspond to replication

functions and thus to host ranges). But perhaps the best

example of horizontal transfer by transposons is the

arrival of Tn3 in Haentophilus and Neisseria in the

mid-1970s. Although not all the pieces of the puzzle

can be retraced, the most likeiy scenario would involve

the transfer, by conjugation or transformation, of an

E. coli plasmid carrying TnJ into Haemophilus dacreyi (the

agefit of soft chancre). The plasmid would not have

been able to replicate (E. coli plasmids are unknown

rn Haemopbilus) b:ut before it was degraded, its TnJ
'hopped'onto 

a native plasmid. The H. ducreyi plasmids

are the 
'smoking gun' since they contain all of Tn3. A

'streamlined' 
version, having lost the transposase

gene (no longer necessary since the plasmids are spread

among H aemop b i I u s and N ei s s er i a by tnnsformation), is

found not only in H. ducreyl but also in Haemophilus

parainfluenzae and N. gonorrboeae, where it caused the

emergence of the well known penicil l inase-producing

N, gonorrhoaae (PPNG). Surprisingly, the TEM gene in

these organisms has not produced the wide variety of

extended-spectrum TEM B-lactamases found in

Enterobacteriaceae despite the widespread use of

ceftriaxone to treat PPNG - does N. gonorrhoeaehave a

very faithful DNA polymerase?

Complex tfansposons, such as Tn5, are composed of a

central section, typically containing one or more

antibiotic resistance genes, flanked by inverted or direct

repeats of ISs. These transposons are probably formed by
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Integrons are elements in

which structural  genes,

each l inked to a pal in-

d romic ' )9 -base  e lemen t '
(attC site),are assembled as

casset tes into operons by

insertion at an attach-

ment (attl) site. A strong

promoter adjacent  to the

attl site makes integrons a

so r t  o f  na tu ra l  exp ress ion

vectof. In class I integrons,

the most f requent k ind,

the integrase and attl

site (from a cryptic phage

in chromosomal DNA?)

became associated wi th a

T n5 0 5 3 -l lke transposon,

and a few have retained this

associat ion ,  e.g.  Tn402 of

p l a s m i d  R 7 t  I  .  S i m i l a r l y .

c lass 2 integrons became

associated wi th an ances-

tral transposon to form

Tn7, whose integron

carries its resistance genes.

Mosr  e lemen ts  ca r ry ing

class 1 integrons are

descended from an

element which acquired

sulfonamide resistance (in

the  1930s?) ,  bu t  i n  tu rn

lost two of the four transposition genes. However, one of
these was able to rcgain mobility by inserting into a

mercury resistance transposon ,Tn26l 3 , to form Tn2 1 .

Many different cassette affangements are found in

T n2 1 -Ilke transposons.

Although no direct chromosomal ancestor of class 1

or 2 integrons has yet been found, genomic sequencing

has revealed several new classes ofintegrons, indicating

that they are ancient mechanisms of gene exchange

which have only recently been co-opted for

dissemination of antibiotic resistance. In Vibrio cbolerae

there is  a 
'super- integron'  

in which over 150 casset tes
(most ly unident i f ied genes),  each wi th a pal indromic
'VCR 

repeat' (avariant attC site) are aligned in a row

next to an integrase gene. Other classes of integrons exist

in Xanthomonas campestris pv. badrii, Sheu.,anella
putrefaciens, and in Nitrosomonas europaea. The attC sites
in their  casset tes are much more s imi lar  to the 

' )9-

base elements' of class 1 integrons than are VCR

repeats. The integrases of the various classes, however,

all show 4t-60 % amino acid identitv between

themselves.

The arrangement of some representative integrons is

shown inF ig .  1 .

dfrAl

LEFT:
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t ransposi t ion of  ISs to e i ther s ide of  a region of  DNA.

Indeed, any region of  chromosomal DNA which

becomes flanked by copies of the same IS can potentiall|

become a t ransposon. This should be looked for  in

sequence analysis of chromosomal DNA near putative IS

elements.

Conjugative transposons are found in Gram-positive

bacteria and encode the mechanism, yet to be described

in detail, for their own transfer. They encode an integrase

and an excisase related to those of temperate phages.

Among these are T n9 1 6,  encoding tetracycl ine

resistance, Tnl 5$, encoding erythromycin resistance,

and Tn1547, encoding one type of  vancomycin

resistance (another is  carr ied onTnl546,  a TnJ-type

transposon).

Integrons.  Much of  the disseminat ion of  ant ib iot ic

resistance in Gram-negative bacteria is due ro integrons.

Evidence for their existence was hinted at by restriction

maps and heteroduplexes, demonstrated by electron

microscopy,  which pointed to gene-sized di f ferences

among related plasmids and transposons. Sequencing

confirmed that a mechanism of site-specific recom-

bination, mediated by an integrase, was at work.
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t8 Evidencefrom sequencedata for
horizonta I ly tra nsfered genes
G+C anomalies. Even before the sequencing of
complete genomes, it was possible to identify certain
chromosomal genes as having an origin different from
that of other genes from the same organism. Sometimes
this can be done when relatively few genes have been
sequenced. An example is the gene encoding the BRO-1

B-lactamase of Moraxella catarrbalis (which causes otitis
media;this species went from <10 to >80% penicillin-

resistant in a few years). The brol gene shows an abrupt

shift in G+C content relative to its flanking sequences.
This gene, apparently of Gram-positive origin,
substituted its - 1000 bp for a 7 5-bp, mostly intergenic,
region found in penicillin-sensitive strains, and in so
doing became the third gene of a four-gene operon. The

surrounding ORFs show strong similarity to gatCAB,

encoding glutamyl-tp54Gln amidotransferase (AdT),

usually associated with Gram-positive bacteria.It might
appear at first that the whole region is of Gram-positive
origin. Flowever, the recently completed genomes of
P. aeruginosa and N eisseria meningitidis, Gram-negative
bacteiain which AdT is present and asparaginyl-tRNA
synthetase is absent, point to another role for this enzyme
- aspanginyl- tRNAAsn amidotransferase. The ORFs
would thus be essential genes native to M. catarrhalis.

Codon usage. Not all G+C anomalies are related to

horizontal transfer; the two anomalous regions in the
H, influenzae genome correspond to the rRNA operon
and to a cryptic phage. \7hen as few as 1 0-20 genes have

been sequenced from an organism, it is possible to
construct a codon usage table, which reflects G+C
content and also the relative abundance of tRNAs in an
organism. Genes, especia{ly those for highly expressed
proteins, tend to conform to the codon usage patterns.

Exceptions can indicate recent acquisition by horizontal

transfer. Examples are the PAK and PAO pilin genes

of P, aeruginosa. Their anomalous codon usage indicates
that their genes have not evolved over a long period in
these species.

Phylogenetic tree anomalies. A high degree of
similarity of a gene with that of a genetically distant

organism may be an indication of horizontal transfer.

Similarly, phylogenetic trees for genes common to
several sequenced genomes may show anomalies when
compared to the rRNA tree. This is less common
with informational genes (e.g. those involved with
transcription and translation) than with other genes
(there are some interesting exceptions, e.g. glutaminyl-

IRNA synthetase genes). The rates of evolution for
the two groups are similar and the anomalies in
phylogenetic trees made with single genes other than
informational genes provides evidence for continual
events of horizontal transfer during the evolution of
prokaryotes.

* Conclusions
Antibiotic use creates aheavy selective pressure which

permits us to observe, practically in real time, the

evolution of bacteria using pre-existing mechanisms

which, before the antibiotic era, were used for exchange

of other sorts of genes. This rapid evolution has made

extensive use of extrachromosomal elements, but

evidence for longer-term exchange at the level ofthe

chromosome can be detected by genomic sequence

analysis.

O Dr Paul H. Roy is a Professor in the D1partement
de Biochimie etde Microbiologie, Universit1 Laval,
Ste.-Foy, Qudbec G1 K 7 P4, Canada
Tel. +1 41 I 654 2705; Fax +1 41 8 654 271 5
e- m ai I pau L h. roy@crch u l. u I aval.ca
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lTheSG[ / isp leased
V t o s u p p o r t S B S a n
organization which campai gns
effectively to promote the cultural
and economic importance of
science, engineer ing and
technology in the U K. SBS
communicates with Government,
industry and the public lts
activities focus on four main areas

ffi Science and engineering base

ffi Science and the economy

ffi Science and education

ffi Science in society

Ihelatesl Annual Review of
Activiti e s reports many chan ges
and successes, The organization
moved to offices in London and a
new post of Director was
e$ablished to run the Society.
A Labour government came into
powerwith consequent changes in
science policy and mini$ers.
Representatives from SBS have
been in discussions about the
science base with the new Prime
Minister and other relevant
officials; they have pressed for
many improvements to science
policy and funding and submitted
evidence to consultation
documents. In the pa$year SBS
has published numerous reports
and briefings and obtained
significant media coverage on
important issues,

SGM is one of 20 scientif ic
societies who are members of
Save Brit ish Science, but there
are 1,500 indiv idual  members.
For details of membership
telephone 0171 5044995 or
e-mail sbs@dial.pipex.com

ffi ffi ffi ffigwreruffi€&ffi ffi e#ww'w Wwpffi wswwruww
lThe contributions to the September 1999 symposium on Transport
J of Molecules Across MicrobialMembranesare available as Volume
5B in the series As usual, there is a 60 % discountto members buying
their personal copies The prices are as follows:

ffi Members e26 00/s46 00
W Non-members 16b 00/S115.00

ffi Student [/lember 916.00

Ihe book can be ordered by po$ using the form in this issue of
Microbiology loday.Ihisform can also be used to order any past volumes
in the series that are $il l  in print.

Student Members wishing to purchase Symposium Volumes at the
discount rate should write to the Grants 0ffice at Marlborouqh House for a
special orderform

ffiWffi ffiwmffw'w $qpw- ffi#w$wgp
lNews of the Liverpool-based CTlCentre which promotes
Vthe effective use of computers in biologyteaching in tertiary
education has often appeared in this magazine. However the days ofthe
Centre are numbered, A recent review ofthe whole CTI system across the
subject range has concluded that it should be re-structured A new set of
centres, the Learning and Ieaching Support Network (LTSN) is to be
e$ablished with a broader remitthan the currentfocus on communication
and information technology aspects of teaching Each centre willalso
cover a broader range of disciplines than before. Bioscience wil l be
expanded to include more applied areas such as fore$ry, agriculture
and food science,

A bid for the LTSN Bioscience centre has been made by a consortium of
the universities of Leeds, Liverpool and Aberdeen; the proposed lead site is
Leeds under the directorship of Professor Ed Wood (Editor of Biochenical
fducation), Leeds would cover allthe non-lT aspects of teaching while
Liverpool would continue with its lT role The subject areas would be
divided between the three nodes The first bid has been successful and a
second phase bid has been submitted lf succes$ul, the LTSN Bioscience
wi l lcommence ear ly in 2000.

Full details of the proposals are given in a report by Peter Miller current
directorof CTI Biology inthe penultimate issue (Vol 10 No 2) of the
Centre s newsletter, Life Sciences fducational Conputing.

Amongst the many other interesting articles in this publication is a review
of an interactive practical on the web lntroduction to Bioinfornatint which
may be particularly relevantto SGM members. The URL of the CTI Biology
website is www.liv.ac,uk/ctibiol,html
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Search Gommittees for Gouncil
Officers
O Professor Dalton informed Councilthat progress was
being made in the search for successors to DrGoodwin as
Scientif ic Meetings Off icer and to Dr Roberts as Editor of
Microbiology Today/ Publications Off icer, Suggestions for
his own successoras Presrdentwould be considered by
November Counci l .

Retiring members of Gouncil
O Counci l  expressed appreciat ion forthe work done by
the retiring elected members Professor Ron Hay, Dr David
Hodgson and Professor Carlos Hormaeche. Professor
Charles Penn was thanked for the excellent contribution he
had made as an elected memberfor 3 years and then over
a 5-year period as General Secretary

Membership database
OThe Executive Secretary reported thatgood progress
had been made with the new membership database system,
which would take over as the live operational system within
afew weeks, afterthe final conversion of the data. He
parlicularlywished to mention the parl played bythe Finance
Manager, Richard Noble, in project management of this and
the related new journal sales database,which was now
operati ng successf ully.

Budgetfor 2OOO
O The Treasurer's proposed budget for 2000 was approved,
subjectto ratification of membership subscripiion rates at
the SocietyAGM in September.

Meetings questionnaile
O Counci l  considered a prel iminary analysis of responses.
Aful l  report of the f indings is given in a separate art icle in this
issue of Microbiology Today(seep. 1 79),

Publications
O Appreciation was expressed Io the M rcrobiology editorial
staff  team forthe workthey had done in producing the
special issue on streptomycetes, and to Dr Melanie
Scourf ield for the efforts she had made to ensure that the
Symposium series volum e on Transpoft of Molecules
Across Bactertal Membraneswould appear in time forthe
Leeds meeting. The Executive Secretary reported on
progresswith on-l ine publications of the Society's journals
on HighWire, retendering the contractforjournal print ing in
2O0O and recent developments in the E-biomed proposal
from the US National Institutes of Health,

lnternational affairs
OThe International Secretary informed Councilthat a
small number of applications for travel g rants to attend the
lU MS Congresses in Sydneywas st i l l  being received, but
that a considerable amount of the sum set aside was st i l l
unallocated. Council approved a requestfrom the Congress
organizers that f unds be provided to support attendance at
the Congresses by parlicipants from developing countries.

$i Ron Fraser, Executive Secretary
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GroupGommittee
Elections 1999
New Committee members, elected by postal ballot
(Microbial Infectron and Virus Groups) or elected unopposed
(al lotherGroups) are as fol lows:

Gells & Gell Surf,aces
C.D. O'Connor University of Southampton
P Rainey University of Oxford

GlinicalVirology
C. McCaughey RoyalVictoria Hospital, Belfast
PWhite PHLS, Norwich
J. Connell Virus Reference Laboratory Dublin
PMolyneaux AberdeenRoyallnf irmary

Education
A. Cann
J,Verran
l. Davidson

Fermentation & Bioptocessing

Environmental Microbiology
D, Wynn-Williams British Antarctic Survey, Cambridge professor Colin
A, Ball University of Essex

G. Hobbs
N. Bainton

lrishBranch
A, Bell

Micrcbial Infection
M. Barer
P Langford

N. Minton
C. Rees

A.Ward

Virus
M, Harris
l. Clarke

University of Leicester
Manchester Metropol itan U n ivers ity
Unipath Ltd, Bedford

Liverpool John Moores University
University of Surrey

University of Dublin

U n iversity of Newcastle
lmperial College School of Medicine

U n iversity of Newcastle

I  ln ivorc i i l r  n{  |  oodc

U n iversity of Southam pton

Physiology, Biochemistry & Molecular Genetics
J. Gottschal University of Groninqen

CAMR, Porton Down
University of Nottingham

Systematics & Evolution
R. Goodacre University of Wales Aberystwyth
l.Thompson IVEM, Oxford

SGMmembership
database
It has been broughtto ourattention that members have
been receiving mail ings which appearto originate from the
unauthorized use of the SG M membership database, This
database is not made available to any other organization or
individual. However, SG M does carry out special mailings on
m icrobiology-related prod ucts and services f rom caref u I ly
selected suppliers,to al l  members exceptthose who have
elected notto receive such separate mailtngs.lf you have
reason to believe thatyou receive mail which could only have
originated from the unauthorized use of the SG M
membership database, please forward as much information
as possible, including the name and address of the
organization sending out the mail ing, to Janice Meekings at
Marlborough House (.meekings@socgenmicrobiol.org.uk).
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Professor Alan Vivian
(University of the West of
England) commenced his
5-yearterm as General
Secretary on 7 September
1 999. A profi le of Professor
Vivian was published on
p.1 28 of the August issue of
Microbiology Today.

Fol lowing the recent bal lot
of Ordinary Members, the
fol lowing have been elected
to serve as Members of
Counci l  for a period of
4years:

Howard (Royal Veterinary
Col lege, Camden, London),
Dr Dave Kelly (l-.rnrversrty
of Sheff ield) and
Professorlan Poxton
(U niversity of Edin bu rg h),

Profi les of these new
members wil l  appear in the
February 2OO0 issue of
Microbiology Today.
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ODr Paul Bridge, former
orincioal scientist at CABI
Bioscience, has been
aooointed Kew Professor of
Mycology, a new postjointly
funded by Birkbeck and the
Royal Botan ic Gardens, Kew.

OFrom 1 November 1999
Dr Mark Pallen, former
Senior Lecturer in Medical
Microbiology,St
Bartholomew's and the
Royal London School of
Medicine and Dentistry,
London, has been appointed
Professor of M icrobiology,
Dept. of Microbiology &
lmmunobiology, The Oueen's
University of Belfast.

OThe Society notes with
reoret the deaths of Dr C.f.
Biadish (membersince
1 965), DrA.V. Garcia
(member since 1 945) and
of DrRogerSherwood
(members ince  1971 ) .
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The President 's Fund provides small  grants to younger
members of the Societyto assisttowards travel worldwide
to present their work at a scientif ic meeting, make a short
research visit or attend an approved course. Applicants
must be resident and registered for a PhD in a European
Union country, Applications wil l  also be considered f rom
members in theirf i rst postdoctoral posit ion, in cases where
there is exceptional need, Grants from the Fund are
awarded at the President's personal d iscretion.

The rules of the scheme are as follows,

W Applicants must be paid up members of the SGM forat
least 3 calendar months before the date of their application
for a grant.

& Applicants must be resident and registered for a PhD, or
in afirst postdoctoral position, in a country in the European
Union,

& Limited support is avai lable forthe fol lowing:
(a) Travelling to'present a paper or a poster on a
microbiological topic at a scienti f  ic meeting.
(b) Making a shorl research visit.
(c) Attendlng a short course (up to 2 weeks).

& Applicants must submit evidence of the oral or poster
presentation at the meeting, or acceptance on the course
or by the host inst i tut ion, as appropriate with their
completed application form.

& Applicants who are f unded by a research counctl  or
other f u nd i n g body that reg u larly su pports conference
attendance must submit e,vidence thatthey have applied
for sponsorship f rom that body, Salaried applicants must
submit evidence of their annual income (net, after tax).

# Grants are usually limited to 91 OO for attendance at
meetings or inst i tut ions rn the country of residence, S 1 55
fortravelto another European country andS'220 fortravel '

outside Europe (rates under review).

S Only one application may be made to the President's
Fund during the term of a postgraduate studentship orf irst
postdoctoral position,

& Retrospective applications will not be considered.

& TWO copies of the compleied application form and all
supplementary documentation must be submitted for
consideration.

Www&rywwffiw W
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Postgraduate Student Members of SG M currently resident
and registered for a higherdegree in the U K or another
European Union country are eligible for a g rant to cover the
costs of accommodation and travel in attending ON E of the
followi;rg Society meetings in 2000:Surrey' January;
Warwick, April; Exeter, September or any other
SG M Group or Branch meeting. Application forms giving
ful ldetai ls of the scheme were sentto al l  Student Members
in the EU with their subscription invoices. A copy can be
downloaded from the SGM website.
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The Society offers a limited
number of awards to enable
undergraduates to work on
microbiological research
projecis during the summer
vacation.The purpose of the
awards is to provide under-
g rad uates with experience
of research and to
encourage them to consider
a career in scientific
research. The studentsh i ps
provide su pport at a rate of
S 1 35 per week f or a period
of up to B weeks. An
additional sum of up to
S40O for specif ic research
costs may also be awarded.
Applications on behalf of
named students are now
invited from SG M members
in highereducation
i nstitutions and research
institutes. Details of the
scheme are given below.

ffi*x$*s

1 , Applicants must be
members of the Society
working in a higher
education institution or
research institute in the
U K or Republic of lreland.
Applications must be
made on behalf of a named
student, Morethan one
application from a
departmen7school will be
considered, but in the case
of several applications being
su bm itted, departments/
schools may be asked to
rankthe applicants.

2, Students must normally
be in the penultimateyearof
their undergraduate course
and registered atan
institution in the U K or
Republic of lreland.
Applications for students in
theirf inal year wil l  not be
considered, Medical
students will be accepted at
the end of their intercalated

studies, but not during their
alant ivo nor inr l

3,The research project must
be on a microbiologicat
subject, Studentships will
not be awarded for projects
that are partof degree work.
Astudentship may be held in
a laboratory awayfrom the
normal place of study, but it
must be located within the
U K or Republic of lreland.

4, Applications wil l  be
assessed byaCounci l
Award Panel, based on the
reports of two referees.The
scheme is competitive and
applications wil l  be judged
primarily on the scientific
merrts of the project and the
suitability of the student.
Once an award has been
offered, it cannot be
transferred to another
student.

5. The awards will provtde
support forthe student at a
rate of $ 1 35 per week for a
period of up to 8 weeks, and
not usually less than 6
weeks, An additional sum
of up to S40O for specified
research costs may also be
awarded. Grants are made
to the institution to which the
applicant belongs, not to
the supervisor, on the
understanding that it will
administerthe award.

6, lt is a condition of the
award thatthe student
submits a brief report of the
research at the com pletion
of the studentship.

7 Applications must be
made on the appropriate
form, which is downloadable
fromthe SGM website.

The closing date for
^ ^ ^ l i ^ ^ + i ^ ^ ^  i ^
d .PP l rud .L r \ J r  r J  r J

25February2OOO.
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The ouroose of this fund
is to oromote talks on
m rcrobiological topics in
deoartmentalseminar
prog ram mes. Appl icatrons
are invited from higher
education inst i tut ions
where microbiology is
taught for g rants of up to
S200 towards the travel,
and if necessary
accommodation, expenses
of an invited soeaker, Full
rules of the scheme were
oublished on p.82 of tne
May issue of Microbiology
Tod ay. Applications wi | | be
dealt with on af irst come,
f irst served basis during the
academicyear,which is
defined as running from
September 1 999 to June
2000, Writ ten submissions
should be sentto the Grants
Office at SG M Headquarters,
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The fel lowships provide
an opportu n ity for young
microbiolog ists f rom any
developing countryto
participate in a research
programme in a laboratory
in a developed country. In
1998 SGM was pleased
to offer sponsorship of
US$4,000 for 2 years
from its lnternational
Development Fund, Since
the scheme began in 1 992
16 awards have been made
to microbiologists f rom
Mexico, Costa Rica,
Cameroon, Cu ba, N igeria,
Kenya, Senegal, Botswana,
Romania, I  raq, Colombia,
Belarus, Indra and China.
Seethe SGM websitefor
f urther details.
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In the past Student Membership of the Society has been
open to al l f  ul l- t ime students (having no taxable income)
who were resident and reg istered f or a f i rst or h i g her deg ree
in a country of the European U n ion, Recogn izing that U K
undergraduate students have different requirements from
postg rad uates, Cou nci I decided to offer them a special
category of membership, The residential requirements for
postgraduate students were also reviewed and have been
changed, These changes were ratif ied atthe recentAG M
of the Society,

StudentMembership

O From now on Student Membership wil l  be avai lable to
f ull-time postgraduate students anywhere in the world
provided they have an interest in microbiology and are
registered for a higherdegree.They must also have no
taxable income. The annual subscript ion is S2O or US$33.
Student Members may purchase SG M publications at
concessionary rates and pay no registration fees to attend
Society meetings. Those resident in the European Union
may also applyfor Postgraduate Conference Grants and
awards from the Presideni's Fund.

Undergraduate Membership

O Undergraduate Membership is open to students resident
and registered for afrrst degree, but only in the U K and
Republic of lreland, Forthe bargain subscript ion of only S 1 O
U nderg rad uate Members wi | | receive M i crob i ol ogy Tod ay
and may attend Socieiy meetings without payment of a
registration fee. Careers events willalso be held forthem
at d ifferent ven ues arou nd the cou ntry. H owever,
Undergraduate Members wil l  not be el igible for travel or
conference grants and will not be ableto purchase Society
oublications at reduced rates. Information aboutthis new
category of membership is being circulated to all relevant ,
U K university departments. An application form and f ull
details are also available on the SG M website.

&# gg#wry$ dq tr.d'#S h,t .' t il4;-"W q :d1 l f f i {ws  
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The new scheme to encourage excel lence in the study of
microbiology by undergraduate students has been very well
received, I nstitutions offeri n g an appropriate m icrobiology
course were invited to nominate a studentfor an SG M prize,
based on good performance in microbiology in the
penultimate year of study for a BSc. The departmentwas
able to choose the iype of assessed work for wh ich the
prize was awarded. Of the 70 departments circulated,
29 made nominations, Each prizewinnerwil l  receive a
certificate, a cheque forS,SO and free Undergraduate
Membership of the Societyfor 1 year.

Undergraduate Microbiology Prizes will be awarded
annuallv and the invitat ions for nominations in 2OOO wil l
be circulated next May.

SG M Membership Subscriptions 2OOO
Thefollowing rateswere agreed atthe AGM of the Society on 7 September 1999.

OrdinaryMember
I Membership subscription

(including Miuobiology Today)
Additional c0ncessi0nary subscriptions for publications:

) Micnbnlogy

) J ou rnal of Gen eral V i rology

f lnt J Syst fvol Microbiol

$tudent or Retired Member

s us$
39 00 68 00

65,00 i 25,00
65,00 125 00
65 00 125,00

s us$
20,00 33 00I Membership subscription

(including Mi crobioloW kday)
Additional c0ncessi0nary subscriptions for publications :

Undergraduate Member

Members are reminded that
thei r 20OO su bscript ions
are due for payment
by 1 December 1999.

As in previous years,
no journal or meetings
information wil l  be
despatched to members
who are in arrears, and there
wil l  be no guarantee of
provision of back numbers
of journals for members who
pay their subscript ion late,

Paymentbydirect
debitorcontinuous
creditcard
Su bscriotion notices were
desoatched recentlv to all
members paying byd irect
debit or by continuous credit
card arrangement. To
continue your presenl
status and iournal
requirements, no f urther
action is necessary,
However, if you pay by
continuous credit card. vou
should check that the card
number and expiry date on
the subscript ion notice are
correct, To change your

lMicrobiology
J Jounal of General Virology
] lnt J Syst fvol Microbnl

I Membership subscription
(includin g Miuobiology todall

60,00
60,00

125,00

u$$
NA

2000, vou should send a
sig ned statement that you
are cu rrently unemployed
to the Mem bersh ip Off ice
before 3O November
1999. (Please notethat
no increase in iournal
reouirements wil l  be
permitted.)

Incometax rclief
on membership
subscriptions
Members who are l iable
for U K income tax are
reminded that their annual
subscriptions to the Society
have been approved by
the Inland Revenue as
quali fying for income tax
rel ief,Any memberwho
would l ikefurther
information or has difficultv
in obtaining this rel ief
should contactthe
Executive Secretary.

32 00
32,00
65 00

s
10 00

No concessionary subscripti0ns to journals are atlailable t0 Undergraduate
Members

membershio status or
iournal reouirements for'ZOOO, 

orvour credit card
detai ls, vou should have
amended you r su bscript ion
notice and returned it to the
membershio off ice bv
14 November 19i19.
However, if you have missed
this deadline, vour amended
notice will be acceoted if it is
subm itted immediately.

faypent against
rnvorce
I nvoices were desoatched
recentlyto al l  members who
pay by this method. lf you
did not receive one. olease
inform the Membershrp
Office,

Subscriptionswaived
for unemployed
membe15
As in previous years,
subscriptions may be
waived atthe discretion of
the Society for unem ployed
members underthe age of
35 who are resident rn the
U K. l f  you are el igible and
wish to benefi t  in this way in
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SG M meetings and activities
surveytesults
PatGoodwin & Ron Fraser

In May this year, a questionnaire about the

Society's meetings and other activities was sent

to all members: responses were received from

30 % of those in the UK and IB % of those living abroad.
This represents a very satisfactory response rate for a survey
of this type and we are grateful to everyone who took part.

& Groups
Members were asked to indicate which of the Society's

Groups matched their scientif ic interests. The results

are shown in Fig. 1 and give an indication of the size

of the'supporters' club'for each Group. Only about 70 7o

of respondents commented on possible new Groups or

changes in Group stfucture. The commonest suggestions

for new Groups were in the areas of clinical bacteriology,

food and industrial aspects.

ffiOthersocieties
Sixty-eight percent of respondents were members of

at least one other society, the commonest being the

American Society for Microbiology, Society for Appiied

Microbiology, Biochemical Society, British Society for

Immunology, Genetical Society and Pathological

Society. In all, over 100 other societies were mentioned.

W Meetings
The series of questions about meetings produced a

wealth of information. Fig. 2 shows the numbers of

meetings attended by members over the last 5 years and,

not surprisingly, indicates a spectrum from the minority

who had not attended any, to those who had attended

several. Attendance was higher for UK members than

for those from overseas. At first sight, these meeting

attendance figures may seem low, but when grossed up to

the scale of the full membership, they indicate anavetage

of 2,000 meeting attendances per year, which is very"

close to what we observe in real life.

It was very gratifying that 95 % of rcspondents were

either satisfied or very satisfied with the scientific content

and quality of the meetings, and with facilities and value

for  money.  But  we wi l l  cont inue to a im for  100%

satisfaction and are constantly seeking ways to improve.

The cost ofaccommodation was considered to be more

important than the cost of food, and the maximum

amount that people were prepared to pay for 24hows

food and accommodation varied widely, presumably in

reflection of differences in the extent to which people

receive financial support for attendance. The majority of

respondents (13 %) were will ing to travel any distance

to a destination in the UK to attend meetings. However,

a number of written comments emphasized the import-

ance ofgood facilities and accommodation, and locations

where there were other things to do as well as the meeting

itself. Some of the universities which have provided less

than wonderful accommodation, food and other facilities

in the past were duly recognized, and no, we will not be

going back to them. S(/e increasingly look to use univer-

sities which approach conference business in a properly
professional manner. Respondents were split 3: 1 in
favour ofcontinuing to use university venues, as opposed
to conference centres such as Brighton or Harrogate.

The big question was abarut how the Society should set
out its annual pattern of meetings. There was a 3:1 split
in favour of continuing with the present pattern of three
main meetings in April, September and January.
However, there was also strong support (2.3:I) for two

F$9, $, Numbers of supporters of the Society's special interest Groups
(from a poll sample of 1 184 memberg

700

tr$g. ffi. Frequency of attendance of members at Society meetings ovel
thelastSyears
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The Microbiology in Schools
Adv isory  Commit tee is
made up of representatives
f rom a wide range of  edu-
cat iona l  ins t i tu t ions and
s c i p n t i { i r -  o r n : n i z a t i o n S .

Currently i t  is sponsored by
the SGM, SfAM,CLEAPSS,
BMS, Ins t i tu te  o f  B io logy,
The Wellcome Trust, SAPS
and  the  NCBE.  The  l oB
kindly provides MISAC with
a meetrng room. MISAC is
commitied to promoting the
teaching of microbiology in
schools .  As wel l  as  running
the annual  compet i t ion i t
provides advice on the safe
r r a a  n {  m i n r n - n r n a Y * n l s m s t
m a k e s  r e n r e q e n t e t i o n s  t o

national science ed ucation
bodies,  mainta ins contact
wi th  examinat ion boards
and produces teaching
resources and factsheets .
Detai ls of MISAC activi t ies
may be found on the SGM
website. The secretariat of
MISAC is  based in  the
External Relat ions Off ice
^ +  N / ^ - t A ^ - ^ , , ^ h  LaT vraf loorougn -ouse,
Please contact lanet Hurst
or Dariel Burdass for further
information.

meet ings,  in Apr i l  and September.  As the Group

committees have already largely voted with their feet by

deciding not to arrafige symposia atJantary meetings

after Guildford in 2000, it is l ikely that the two-main-

meet ing pat tern wi l l  prevai l ,  a l though Groups could

continue to arrange stand-alone or joint meetings with

other societies at other times. There was Iitt le sr-rpport for

a two-meeting model at other times ofyear.

The main al ternat ive suggest ion,  that  the Society

should hold a single large meeting in spring, received a

2'.1 vote against. \ iTritten comments suggested a degree

ofpolarization, with respondents either strongly in favour

or st rongly against .  There was very l i t t le  support for  a

single meeting at another time ofyear. There did appear to

be support for amplifying the main meetings programme

with shorter  regional  meet ings,  a long the l ines of  the

successful programme run by the Irish Branch.

There was overwl'relming support (:97 %) for

cont inuat ion of  the main symposia and good support

0 6o/o) for continuing to publish them. Only half of the

respondents thor-rght that more main symposia should

be publ ished,  but  8 lo/o fe l , t  that  specia l ized Group

symposia should be publ ished,  i f  deal ing wi th topical

subjects.  Eighty-eight  percent  of  respondents thought

that  the Society shoulc l  be involved in more jo int

meet ings wi th European microbio logical  societ ies;

numerous possible partners were mentioned.

rr:: M icrobiology promotion
Support for activities to promote public understanding

and awareness of  microbio logy was var ied.  Publ ic

lectures at SGM meetings appealed to 7 3 % of respond-

ents,  schools lectr , r res to 64o/o.  One-hal f  of  respondents

expressed wi l l ingness to be involved in act iv i t ies to

promote publ ic  understanding and 3B % would be

will ing to handle enqr,riries from the media.

+,!t Electron ic com m u n ications
Finally, on communications, 827o of rcspondents were

will ing to enter their contact details in a voluntary on-line

address book and the same percentage were wi l l ing to

have their  detai ls  in a wider d i rectory of  UK l i fe sc ien-

tists. There was strong support for a bulletin board/news

group feature on the SGM website, but 33 7o of respond-

ents d id not  wish to receive e-mai l  messages about

general Sociery business. This suggests that any e-mail

alerting service would have to be on a sign-r-rp basis rather

than run automatically from the membership database.

iilli: The Way forward

The broad findings of the survey have now been

considered by Counci l  and the Group conveners '

committee. The clear opinions expressed by members are

already playing theirpart in shaping futlrre developments.

O Pat Goodwin, Scientif ic Meetings Officer
O Ron Fraser, Executive Secretary

I Make a meal with microbes
For  many years  the Microb io logy in  Schools  Adv isory
Commit tee,  whose secretar ia t  is  based at  Mar lborough
House, has run successful competit ions for school pupi ls
in the 

' l  
1-16 age range. Various aspects of microbiology

have been covered and pupils are asked to produce erther
posters or leaflets, depending on the topic.

Th is  year  the pupi ls  were asked to  create a  menu for  a
nutr i t ional ly balanced meal (up to four courses) to include
a wide var ie ty  o f  ingred ients  produced wi th  the he lp  o f
microbes.  Th is  had to  be in  the form of  a  wal l  char t  to
inform catering staff in canteens and restaurants about
the benef  ic ia l  uses of  microbes in  food and dr ink ,  Each
item in the menu had to be annotated to explain the role of
microbes in i ts oroduction,

The competit ion was sponsored by Yakult who sent two of
their nutr i t ionrsts to part icipate in the judging process with
MISAC members at Marlborough House.

There was once again a large number of entr ies, over 200
f rom 35 schools .  The qual i ty  was very  h igh wi th  some
ext remely  d iverse and wel l  ba lanced menus that  h igh-
l ighted the varied role that microbes play in the production
of our food, Both tradit ional and new technologies were
mentioned, Foodstuffs ranged from edible fungi through
to legumes, dairy products and bread, whilst wine or beer,
of course, complimented by coffee, were on many bi l ls of
fare, Many were del ightful ly i l lustrated and the judges had
the usual dif f icult  task of picking out the best,

The ent r ies  were judged in  two age groups:  1  1-1 4  and
GCSE/Standard Grade, The winners displayed accurate
knowledge,  wel l  annotated d iagrams and imaginat ive
menus that would have been a pleasure to eat. Both hand
drawn and word-processed wall  charts featured amongst
the winn ing ent r ies .  F i rs t  pr ize was S10O for  the school
and S30 for  the pupi l ,  Second and th i rd  pr izes were a lso
awarded,

The winner  o f  ihe 11-14 c lass was ZaraEdwards f rom
Shrewsbury High School  and the lo in t  w inners  o f  the
GCSE age range were Fel ic i ty  Mi l le r ,  C la i re  Ingram and
Stephanie  Car ter  f rom Nor thampton School .  MISAC
member  Margaret  Whal ley  t rave l led to  Shrewsbury to
present the prize Io Zara at a school assembly. This event
was repor ted in  the loca l  press.  The school  has a l ready
spent a port ion of i ts prize money on equipment to carry
out antibiot ic test ing and they hope to purchase a bubble
logger with the remainder, Unfortunately, i t  did not prove
possible to make a presentation at Northampton School.

Every pupi l  entering the competit ion was sent a cert i f icate
and the schools received a pack of relevant microbiology
teaching materials.

Next  year 's  compet i t ion for  the mi l lenn ium wi l l  feature
vaccination. Sponsored by the Brit ish Society for lmmun-
ology, Don Whit ley Scienti f ic and FEMS, this promises to
attract a bumper crop of entr ies as i t  is an important topic
in  the UK Nat iona l  Curr icu lum at  Key Stage 3.  Students
are be ing asked to  create a  publ ic  in format ion leaf le t
for  parents  exp la in ing how immunizat ion prov ides the i r
chi ldren with protection agarnst disease. The closing date
is  31 March 2000.  Fu l l  deta i ls  are ava i lab le  on the SGM
website.

l f  you are organiz ing an
e v c n i  d r r r i n n  S F T r M q g k  f g

promote the publ ic  under-
s tanding of  microb io logy,

^ ^ ; ^ ^  ^ , , +  + ^or  are gorng ouT ro  grve a
microb io logy lec ture to
schoo l s  o r  r unn ing  any
simrlar act ivi ty, don't  forget
+ t - ^ +  + ^ ^ + - L ^ ^ + -  ^ - -L r  r a L  r a u L J r s E L J  a r  C  n O W

avai lab le  f rom the SGM to
help  you to  communicate
you r  sc i ence  t o  t he  pub l i c
safe ly .  Compi led by Edu-
cation Off icer Liz Sockett,
there are three sheets  rn
the Going Public Pack:
Go ing  Pub l i c  w i t h  adu l t
groups,  Going Publ ic  wi th
teenagers and Going Public
with 5- 1 2-year-olds. e-mail
d.burdass@socgenmicrobiol.
org.uk if you would like a set.
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|UMSGongtcsses
Janet Hurst

The 1999 Congresses of the International
Union of Microbiological Societies (IUMS)

were held in Australia in August. The Sydney
Convention and Exhibition Centre, located in the

stunning setting of Darling Harbour, proved to be an

excellent venue. The areahas been extensively renovated

in the past 10 years and the waterfront, with its caf6s,

shops, museums and ferries, not to mention the Casino

and nearby Chinatown, offered tempting diversions

from the conference programme, especially as the sun

shone so brightly in what the Australians term 
'winter'.

Straying delegates were easily recognized by their bright

yellow and blue conference rucksacks amongst the

throngs ofpeople ofall ages and nationalities!

The XIth International Congress of Virology was

on first, from 9-13 August; the IXth International

Congress of Bacteriology and Applied Microbiology

and IXth International Congress ofMycology ran during

the second week (15-20 August), but many committee

meetings and special workshops, including a timely one

on'Bioterrorism', were held in the interval between the

congresses. For those requiring a break from the

scientific activities, arafige of tours and social events was

available. A social programme had also beenarcanged for

every weekday evening.

The Australian Society for Microbiology, who hosted

the meetings and made ICBAM their own annual

conference, were delightfully friendly and hospitable.

No-one will forget the 
'Australiana 

Nights' with their

seemingly inexhaustible supplies of wine and Oz food

specialit ies, and entertainment which included sing-

songs (tY/altzing Matilda, of course), whip-cracking

demonstrations, sheep shearing and the unmissable

opportunity of stroking a wombat. Hopefully none of

the delegates fell into

the fountains of Darling

Harbour staggering back

to their hotels.

Every effort was made

by the organizers to

provide a memorable t ime

for the delegates, both

scientifically and socially.

The congresses were run

very efficiently and thanks

are due to all concerned.

Particular cred,it is due

to John Mackenzie, who

as overall chair for the

scientific organrzing committees, worked untiringly for

many years to make the congresses a success.

WSGM input
The Society has been closely involved with these

congresses from the vefy start 7 yearc ago. Successive

SGM International Secretaries Tim Gray and Jeff
Almond played pivotal roles in organizing the scientific

programmes for ICBAM and ICV, respectively, and the

events have been widely promoted through Society

meetings and publications. The Society also provided

significant sponsorship, both directly and by offering

travel grants to delegates from the UK. SGM sponsored

the closing plenary session of ICV and the opening

plenary session ofICBAM.

W XIth International Congress of Virology
ICV opened with a spectacular ceremony on the

Sunday evening. After national songs from the

Australian Youth Choir,

Jeff Almond, chairman of
the ICV Programme
Committee as well as SGM
International Secretary,
welcomed delegates on
behalf of the Virology
Division of IUMS. He
described the highlights
of the first 100 years of
the discipline and the
impor tant  ro le  i t  p lays in
the development of all
biosciences. Many more
speeches followed from
virologists of international
renown, culminating in an
address by D.A. Henderson
of CDC. on the theme'An
impending \7orld Cop -

man vs virus'.  D.A. 's
achievement in erad icatinq

ABOVE:
Sydney 0pera House
PHOTO AI DAN PARIE

LE FT:
The Sydney Conference and
Exhibition Centre and Sydney
Harbour,
PHOTO RON IRASER
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Congrcssfacts

Participants

Paperc

ITotal
I Delegates
lStudents
I Speakers
I Accompanying persons

lExhibitors

llnvited
I 0ffered oral
I Posters

ICBAM/IGM

1 378
78r
233
140
i9

126

Information not supplied
lnformation not supplied
ICBAM 395,ICM 217

tcu

2429
1407
334
379
202
90

lTopfourdelegations USA3B0 Japan181, Informationnotsupplied
UK 170, Germanv i05

SGM awards and fellowships

1 10 SGM InternationalCongress TravelGrants were awarded to enable UK
scientists (including postgraduate students) to go to Sydney. Council was also pleased
to accede to a request from the Congress organizers for further sponsorship to permit
the attendance of microbiologists from developing countries. A contribution of
923,500 was made which provided fellowships to the following people,

shops in the afternoons. Most of the great names in

virology were present, including four Nobel laureates.

The prestigious Stuart Mudd Lecture was delivered by

Hilary Koprowski.

W lxth International Congress of
Bacteriology and Applied Microbiology &
lXth International Congress of Mycology
Once more the delegates were treated to an opening

cefemony with entertainment from young Australians

before the speeches. Dick Groot Obbink gave the

welcome address followed by a number of presentations

to dist inguished microbio logists,  inc luding the Van

Neil and Arima awards and annual awards of The

Australian Society for Microbiology to its own members.

Rita Colwell 's keynote lecture 
'Marine 

microbiology -

the ocean frontier' held the audience spellbound,

blending modern molecular science with the diversity of

microbial life, particularly that found in deep-sea vents.

Delegates then made their way to the exhibition hall for

the welcome reception.

ICBAM and ICM followed a different pattern from

ICV, with ICBAM plenaries each morning, symposia/

workshops in the afternoon and ICM plenaries after lunch

with their offered paper sessions in the morning. There

was the same wide range oftopics, including a symposium

on Helicobacter, an organism which was first cultured in

Australia. Sadly the congresses did not attract as many

delegates as ICV, although there was a much larger trade

show, and consequently there was not the same 
'buzz' 

.

51
611

1 100

I Professor N. Parasakthi, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia I Dr June Busingye, Kampala, Uganda

I ProfessorAhmed Yousie{ Gibriel, Caim, Egypt
I Pro{essor Krassimir Metodiev, Varna, Bulgaria
I Ms 0lga Miatleva, Moscow, Russia

I DrN,P Sunil-Chandra, Ragama, Sri Lanka
I Dr C, Chanyasanha, Bangkok, Thailand
I Dr0leg Zhirnov, Moscow, Russia
I Dr lrina Zubkova, 0dessa, Ukraine

I DrGerardo Guillen, Havana, Cuba
I MrArnab Basu, Calcutta India
I DrSwarabjitSingh, c/o Pennsylvania, USA

I Dr J, Shanmugam, Trivandrum, India
I Dr Shailesh Dewasthaly, Pune, India -

I Professor Ml, Cardosa, Sarawak, Malaysia
I DrT. Konakova, Moscow, Russia

I Dr lrina Kolssova, 0dessa, Ukraine

A condition of their award was the fellows joined the Society; but as a gesture of goodwill
to markthe start of the new millennium, the subscription for 2000 will be complimentary.

smallpox as Programme Director for the \7HO, assisted

by the venerable Australian virologist Frank Fenner,

was then marked by the presentation of a citation to

these two dist inguished

scientists. At the end of the

ceremony the delegates all

streamed to the exhibition

hal l  where wine and cheese

awaited them.

The sessions that follow-

ed over the next 5 days

covered a wide range of

current topics in virology.

There were plenaries each

morning and parallel work-
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,.:r, V1"*trom Stand 181
In recogni t ion of  SGM's

role as a significant sponsor,

we were invi ted to take

a stand in the t rade

exhibi t ion for  the whole

duration of the congresses.

Thus i t  was that  Ron

Fraser andJanet Hurst from

Marlborough House found

themselves in Sydney for 2

weeks  rn  AugLrs r ,  se t r i ng

up and manning the SGM

stand. In the second week
they were ably assisted by Aidan Parte, Managing Editor

of the I n t ern at i on a / J a urn a / far S y s t enta t i c B a ct er i o / o gy, who

was there both to promote the journal and to attend an

editorial board meeting. IJSB is a dynamic publication

which is to be issued bi-monthly rn2000 under the new

name lnternationa/ Journal af Systanatic and Eua/utionary

Microbiohtgy (IJSEM).

On the stand we had a display of copies of recent SGM
journals and symposium volumes and gave away back
issues of Microbiolrtg,y Today, membership literature,

meet ings informat ion and a select ion of  educat ional

resources.  On- l ine demonstrar ions of  the electronic

vers ions of  the journals and the Society websi te were

available on a notebook computer. This also enabled us
to keep in touch with SGM headquarters by e-mail.

The exhibi t ion hal l  a lso housed the posters and was

where the delegates took their  tea and cof fee.  This

ensured that  there was a constant  st ream of  people

passing thror-rgh the trade show. Our stand was well
p laced for  obtain ing refreshmenrs ar  a l l  t imes!  The

welcome receptions also took place in the hall.

The other exhib i rors were a mixrure of  micro-

biological organizations (ASM, SfAM, the Australian

Society, FEMS, etc.), laboratory suppliers, publishers and
local companies promoting the tourist trade or products

like opals. Some attracted attention by providing food -

the hamburgers being barbecued by a certain well known
pharmaceutical company will not be appearing ar SGM
meet ings!  However,  the f ru i t  ju ice on tap on another

stand was more than welcome.

The main impressions were of great friendliness and
goodwill. The delegares were a cosmopolitan crowd and
it was interesting for us to meet people from so many
other countries, especially from the Pacific Rim whom
we do not r-rsually encounrer. A few very familiar faces
from home included our President Howard Dalron, ex-
Treasurer Al lan Hami l ton and qui te b ig conr ingenrs
from CAMR and UKNCC.

There was much interest  in the SGM and i ts
pr-rblications. Several delegates joined on rhe spor, orhers
took away promorional  l i terature.  Our educat ional
posters were very popular and should be decorating
wal ls  in laborator ies and c lassrooms throughout the
world as a result. \7e were pleased to chat to existing
members,  especia l ly  those f rom Austra l ia,  who do not
normally attend our meetings. There were quite a lot of
Austra l ian undergraduate students presenr,  wi th the
usual problems of finding jobs and studentships. Advice
was keenly sor-rght  on employmenr possib i l i t ies in
London.

Overall it was excellent exposure for the SGM and
our attendance was well worthwhile. The sraff made
some useful contacts. \{/e look forward ro the next
IUMS Congresses in the Palais des Congres,  Par is,
27 Ju,Iy-l August 2002.

O Janet Hurst, SGM Deputy Executive Secretary

ABOVT:
Sydney Harbour  Br idge at  sL lnset
( top)  and the Sydney Conference
and Exhib i t ion Cent re  (bot tom)
PHOIOS AlDAN PARTE

ABOVF (CENTRF PAGE) :
The SGM stand at  the 1999 lU i \4S
Congresses in  Sydney
PHOTO JANET HURST

LOWER LEFT :
A view of Sydney and Circular Quay
f rom the harbour
PHOTO AIDAN PARTE
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Meetings on
the web
I  Jn - to -da le  i n fo rmat ion
" Y  ' "

on fu ture Soc ie ty

meet ings is  ava i lab le  on

th e webs ite http ://www.

socgenmicrob io l .org .uk

Meetings
organization
The programmes of
t h c  S n r - i c t v ' c  m e c t i r" ,  -  " ' - - ' " 1 9 s
are organrzed by lhe

commit tees of  the
c n o r - i e l  i n l o r o c l  n r n r- r - ' ' * '  " v ' - J P S ,

co-ordrnated by the

Scient i f ic  Meei ings

Off icer, Dr Pat Goodwin.
Sr  rcroes i ions for  ton ics  for

f  u ture symposia  are

always welcome, See

n.204 for  con iact  deta i ls
n {  G  r n r  r n  ( - n n r r a n o r "

Admin is t ra t ion o f

meet ings is  car r ied out

by Mrs Jos iane Dunn of

the Meetings Off ice at

SGM Headquar ters ,

Mar lborough House,

Basingstoke Road,

Spencers Wood,

Read ing  RG7  1AE

T e l . 0 1  1 8  9 8 8  1 8 0 5

Fax  01  1  8  988  5656

e -ma i lmee t i ngs@

socgenmicrob io l .org .uk

Abstracts
book
Leeds Meeting

September  1999

The f  u l l  tex t  o f  the

abstracts book is now

avai lab le  as a  PDFf i le  on

the SG M websi te .

m

:i .'.;,,.,:

Offered
Papers

O Virus Infection -
Life or Death for a
Gell

Virus and Cl in ical
VirologyGroups

The meeting wil l contain 14
plenarytalks (40 m nutes plus 5
tnr rrrqs'inns) nrpn nnnpr sgssiOnsI U | 9 u u U t | U | | U / I U P U | | P U P U I U

and evening workshops The invited
speakers will review the process of
programrtted cell deaLh (apoptos s)
and the mechanisms by which a
variety of viruses subvert this normal
cellular paLhway The mechanisms
by which viruses transform cells and
induce cancer and e$ablish latent
or persistent infections will also be
addressed This programme should
appealto ali viroiogi$s with clinical
or basic research intere$s as well
as cellbiologr$swith interests in
apoptosis ce i transformation and
cancer

A booklet giving {ull detai s ofthe
progranme and a bookirg forn is
enclosed with this issue of
Microb iology loday Any chan ges
will be posted on the SGM website

Will delegates whose offered
posLers have been accepted please
note thatan area of 1 m x 1 m only
is available on the poster boards for
thelr display

: , '

Atthe meeting aboard will be set
up with notires of jobs postdoctoral
positions $udentships cotlrses
conferences etc Contributions are
welcome and may either be brought
to the meeting or sent beforehand to
Janet Hurst at lVarlborough House

0ffered posters are welcome but
each one should be associated with
a Group, General 0ffered Posters
will no longer be accepted, Titles
and abstracts should be sent to the
appropriate Convener, preferably by
e-mail, The subject content should
be relevanttothe remitof the Group
(see website for details); it does not
have to relate to the topic of the
Group Symposium taking place at
the particular meeting. Abstracts
are required in a standard format -
see t,vebsite for details or contact
the Events Admi nistrator,

Promega
Prize

Are you a member of the SGM?
under 28 years of age?
a postgraduate or first postdoc?
thinking of presenting an offered
paper or poster at an SGM
meeting?

Why not enterforthe Promega Prize
Competition? You could win 9200 in
the SGM section of the competition
and go on to compete forafurther
12000 in Ihe Young Life Scientist
of th e Y e ar euent. Contact the
Meetings 0ffice or see website
for details.

O Main Symposium (1O-l 1 April)
Fighting Infection in the 21st Gentury
Organizers:P Goodwin P Andrew G Smith D Stewart Tull M Ea$er
and P Oyston
A leaflet about the meeting is enclosed with this issue of Microbiology [oday

O Other Symposia
,:.:r, 1 1-1 2 April - Potable watertreatment
Fermentation & Bioprocessing Group and SfAM
Contact :  Reg England (r  england@uclan.ac uk)
. , .  1  2  Apr i l -  M ic rob ia leco logy  o f
food-poisoni  ng micro-organ isms
Environmental Microbiology Group and SfAM
0rganizers: Linda Lawton (l lawton@rgu ac uk)for SGM and
Andy Davies (SfAM Food Group)
',:,: '  12 April - Transcriptional control circuits
in  fung i
Physiology, Biochemistry & Molecular Genetics Group
0rganizer:A Brown (albrown@abdn ac uk)
' , ,  l2Apr i l -  Vaccine del ivery
Microbial Infection Group
0rganrzer: P, Oyston (poyston@hotmail com)
. , , ,  l2Apr i l  -  Publ ic educat ion in safe water
and food
Education Group and SfAM
0rganizer: R Bishop (rh bishop@ulst ac uk)for SfAM
:,,: 12-14 April - Virus entry and exit
Virus Group
Workshop submissions to the appropriate organizer (see website)
by 28 February 2000.
Titles/abstracts to the organizer Geoff Smith (glsmith@molbiol ox ac uk)
by 3 December l999
:, ' '  1 3-1 4 Apr i l  -  Molecular epidemiology:
i nfrasu b-specif ic classif ication and identif ication
Systematics & Evolution and ClinicalVirology Groups
0rganizers: Gerry Saddler (g saddler@cabi org) and
Tim Wreghitt (tim.wreghitt@msexc addenbrookes anglox nhs uk)
16 invited speakers working 0n a range of clinically significant organisms
will discuss the topic using examples taken from bacterial fungal protozoal
and viral infection Po$ertitles with a 200 word abstract must be submitted
to one of the organizers by 3 December 1999
: 13-14 Apr i l  -  Proteases, proteolysis and
control
Physiology, Biochemistry & Molecular Genetics and Cells & Cell
Surfaces Groups
0rganizers:  C St i r l ing (col in $ir l ing@man ac uk)and
D Hodgson (dm@dna.bio warwick ac uk)

O 0THER EVENIS: evening workshops social events trade exhibition
O Up'to-date details of all sessions are available on the SGM website
A booking form is on p 205 or may be downloaded from the web

O 0FFERED P0STERS:the deadline for receipt of titles/ab$racts
is 3 December 1999
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Biotechnology in Europe: lnternational
Development
Fundrcport

EC89
John Grainqer&
John Bonh5m-Carter

The 9th European Congress on Biotechnology been muddled, rumours n,tltUfg COllgCtiOnS in CUba
was held inJuly at  the Heysel  Congress and soon spread through the 

tJu

Exhibition Centre, Brussels. It consisted of crowd that this was I GladyS PEfeZdg la FUente
science and technology sessions, poster displays, a trade perhaps an 'Unhappy

exhibition with about t0 exhibitors (BIOtop99) and, Hour'. Delegates headed

being the g5th European Federation ofBiotechnology rapidly for the delight. ^f N/licro-organisrns are essentiaLforthe maintenance

1EFn)e.,",,t,th.-.etingsofthevariousEFBgroups. therestaumntsandta.;t;;;gytgps.;ll??il,3i3it'ri?ff,1#'""""t'
Support came also from the Commission ofthe European beautrful Grande Place conservat on o{ these o'rqanibmi s a scient f c
Communities, the Directorate General forTechnologies, and its alleys to sample the necessity as asource o{invaluable reference material
Research and Energy for the \Valloon Region and the range ofdelicious Belgian for{uture generat ons. Un{ortunately, in silu

Ministry ofEconomic Affairs for the Brussels Region. food on offer conservation of microb al cultu res is uncertain, so

The formalities of the opening aay included a Reflecting on th" *""L, cu,ltyre c9llg:llql: 
!:l{q::t::ation) 

play avital

customarily weighty salvo rrom Arnold Demain (MIr, the presence orrew recog- :* lll;;:i iJ?:r1r'j."iJ3'"tJ:T*ttd[X111ili-ji:t
USA) on the power and potential ofthe microbe in the nizednamesandfacesfro*..""t i i l ! l "ai"J";; ; i ; ; ; ;r ;d"".

biocechnology business and an e'entng of l ibarion lrom a Microbiology UK re- ,
iairrangeofBelgianbeers.courresyoflnterbrew. inforced the impression irtXt:#;#::"lr:"'J:ffiYfl:"::'i.i.tilffltta

The main academic business ofthe congress consisted gained before the *.", tf,"ll,Jrori"',of,;Orgini"utioni *d presjrvat on of
of4 days devoted to nine simultaneous, widely mnging that advance publicity had abanko{industrialstriinsiwasheldinourcountry.
symposia and an additional session each evening. Three not penetrated very deeply The participants agreed toworkon the eslablishmenl

symposia: Agriculture and food; Environment; and overhere. Therewere some of the Cuban Federat on o,f Cultu re Collect ons Asan

Animal and human health each consisted oftwo parallel good sessioos but, not un' interim measure, it.was agreed to form an ad hoc

sessions. The othersixwere: chemicals manufacturing; expectedly, the attraction l"ll"l19:l:t :llt:robial 
cu lture colleclions lo

Engineeringandmanufacturing;Informationmodelling andvalueor.r,".o"g."",i ?iti3t1?*T[1iilili$:1:KiJ[1H;*:*
and control;  Life sciences; Physics and chemistry; and suffered from its breadth butl ' ' isthLresultofthevountaryunionofal l these
Social and economic dimensioos. At first glance, each and registration fee, a co lections based on their common interests.
symposium appeared to have afull programme which far cry from the olrly The NationalGroup cornprlses a Stee.ng
presented the usual task ofhaving to make hatd choices time that it tooL place Committeeand refresentatives ofmorelhan 37
about what to attend. However, the problem eased in the UK - ECB2 in Cuban insttutions.The members are scientists

considerably when more careful examination revealed Eastbourne in 1981. working directly with, or who are nterested n

thut the programmes of the six symposia were very Despite this, European collect ons of micro-organisrns, cell lines and other

,,,b.t"otinrry bolstered by double entries. It was networkingopportunitjes H::19;3'JSiiJfj:tf,lX'ilf:Jt:li:ilTr",i"#"
particularly noticeable that the 'buzz' usually to be were excellent and -" 

", ."a, itO'1+t"r""t # 
"ii!. 

n."" i""-""peo, among
expected ofan event attended by some 1,500 delegates Adaptive Biosystems at wh ich the 1irst workshop and {irst course on 'MiJrobial

was lacking, perhaps because ofthe diluting effect ofthe. least left invigorated.
sessions and exhibi t ion taking place in three adjacent

buildings. O Dr John Grainger,

From the UK, both Birmingham University and Reading University

UCL were well represented, with Dr Titchener-Hooker lD Dr JOhn Bonham-

outlining rhe advances being made at UCL with ultra- Carter, Adaptive

scalerdown operarions and disposable plastic technology. Biosystems Ltd

An interesting lecture was given by Thomas Bachiner

of Stockholm University working in conjunction with

Pharmacia and Upjohn.  Using an electronic nose as

an on- l ine fermentat ion moni tor  for  the product ion

process, their team predicted a contamination at least a

day before standard sensors could detect the problem.

Despite well-known problems with senso r array tech-

nology, it looks likely that this area will receive an

increasing amount of attention. Unfortunately, due to

overlap with a conference in China, some control experts

were not present, but it was pleasing to see that Dr Sydall

(Birmingham) and Dr Glassey (Newcastle) were both

cited for recent work on control.

On the final evening of the conference an impromptu
'Huppy Hour 'was held,  but  when i t  was real ized that

the orders for deliverv of beer and soft drinks must have
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cul ture  co l lec t ions ' ( in  1  996 and 1 992 respect ive ly)
stand out. Atthe end of 1 997 the National Group of
Cuban Culture Collect ions was aff i l iated to the
Nat iona lCommiss ion of  the Genet ic  Resources for
Agriculture and Food and togetherthey have init iated
aforum to  d iscuss micro-organisms and the i r
management  in  Cuba,

ln  1  998 the ' ln format ion Cent re  for  Cuban Cul ture
Collect ions'was init iated, proposed by the National
Group, l t  has several objectives:to central ize
information from Cuban col lect ions and create a
corresponding database, and establ ish a bank of
special ized docu ments regard i  n g col lect ion work
donated by organizat ions,  co l lec t ions and ind iv idua l
soecial ists around the world, In f  uture we intend to
develop d i rector ies  and l is t ings o f  nat iona ls t ra ins,
as wel l  as  publ ish ing re la ted ar t ic les .

In 1 999, thanks to Dr Peter N, Green, curatorof the
Nat iona lCol lec t ion o f  Indust r ia l  Food and Mar ine
Bacteria, Aberdeen, U K, SG M lnternational
Development Fund support was obtained to help
Cuban Cul ture Col lec t ions begin  to  ach ieve some of
these objectives, As a result of this generous award, a
comouter and reference books are now avai lable for
Cuban Cul ture Col lec t ion work .  A lso,  in  Apr i l  o f  th is
year as part of the grant programme, I was ableto visi t
several relevant members of the U K Culture
Col lec t ions network ( inc lud ing the Nat iona l  Col lec t ion
of Industr ial Food and Marine Bacteria, Culture
Collect ion of Algae and Protozoa, CABI Bioscience
UK Centre, Microbial Strain Data Network and
National Collect ion of Type Cultures). Visit ing these
collect ions afforded me an invaluable opportunity to
study at f  i rst-hand a range of col lect ion management
ski I  ls, i  ncl ud i  n g preservation, identi f  icat ion, databases,
packaging and postal regulat ions and quali ty
assurance.

In addit ion, thanks to Dr David Smith, U KFCC
Pres ident ,  and f inanc ia l  suppor t f rom MSDN, I  was
able to part icipate in a U KFCC training course on the
'Preservation and mai ntenance of m icro-organ i  sms
and cel lcultures'thattook place on 26-29Apri l  1999
at the CABI  B iosc ience Centre ,Th is  examined
preservation methods used on a wide range of
micro-organ isms.

In summary, the visi t  was very usef ul in that I  was able
to obtain a background of information on ihe work of
culture col lect ions and i t  was also enjoyable from a
personal point of view. I  now have the moral and

sc ient i f  ic  respons ib i l i ty  to
do my best to convey to
the members of the
Nat iona lGroup of  Cuban
Cu lture Collect ions al l
that I  was able to learn on
mv visit  to the U K. One of
the next steps wil l  be to

tryto organize an expert group to expand upon the
pract ices learnt . lw i l la lso begin  to  co-ord inate a
national database.

F ina l ly ,  I  would  l ike  to  recognize and thankthe SG M,
the U K Culture Collect ions curators and staff,  and
part icu larly Dr Peter G reen for giving me this great
oppor tun i ty  and for  he lp ing Cuban Cul ture
Col lec t ions.

O Gladys P6rez de la Fuente M Sc works at the
lnstituto de Oceanologia, Havana, Cuba

LEFT:
The'National Hotel' in Havana,
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PHOTO PN GREEN

ABOVE:
The author  on a roof  over look ing
Havana.

OPPOSITE  PAGE:
The author ( left)with two of her
co l leagues outs ide the Inst i tu to  de
0ceanolog ia  in  Havana.

PHOTOS P N GREEN
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Science iournal ist
Meriel Jones takes
a look at some
papers in current
issues of the
Society's journals
which h igh l ight
new and excit ing
developments in
microbiological
research.

ABOVE R IGHT:
A co l laborat ive Japanese/Chi lean
survey of HTLV-l in Chile included
an excurs ion to  Easter  ls land the
Polynes ian is land c losest  to  the
South Amer ican main land
COURTESY ERIC [/IEOLA/THE INlAGE
BAN K

BELOW:
Phase contrast photomicrograph o1
Desulfofaba gelida slratn PSv29r
Ba r  10  pm
COURIESY C KNOBTAUCH I/AX
PLANCK INSIlIUTE FOR IVIARINE
MICROBIOLOGY BRE[/EN GERNlANY

The inorganic chemistry of
sulf  ur supplies energy to
some bacteria. They reduce
sulfate to hydrogen sulf ide
as they respire, in a manner
similarto our conversion of
oxygen to wateras we
breathe. Sulfate-red ucing
bacteria (SRBs) thrive in
ecological niches not
available to oxygen-
requir i  ng organisms, One
habitat is the mud on the
sea f loor covering over two-
thirds of the planet.These
cold sed iments lack oxygen,
but are r ich in minerals and
organic materials that drift
down through the water.
I ndeed, current estimates
suggest that SR Bs recycle
half the organic carbon in
marine sediments,

Almost al l the known SRBs
grow in warmth, but not at
4"Cor  be low,which is  a
typical temperature of the
ocean's depths, The SRBs in
these deep ecosystems
must be ableto grow at low
tem peratu res. The q uestion
of how similarthe cold-
loving, marine SRBs are to
thei r warmth-demanding
relations has now been
partly answered by 

t

researchers atthe Max-
Planck-l nstitute for Marine
Microbiology in Bremen,

Germany, They have isolated
SRBs from Arctic mud
scooped up off the coast of
Svalbard in northern Norway,
i n water tem peratu res down
to - 1 .7 'C, They took the
precaution of keeping the
sediments cold and oxygen-
free as they rapidly put
samples into laboratory
growth mediaon the deck
of the ship.

Back in the lab, and after
several months work, they
ended up with 3O different
pure cultures of SRBs that
had neverexperienced a
temperature above 1 0 "C.
They then put f ive cultures
through abatteryof
metabolictests, Since
previously known SRBs
grow very slowly, the
researchers waited up to a
yearto be sure of some test
results. However, their
patience was rewarded by
discovering that the strains
had a whole series of
differences, f rom both other
bacteria and each other.

The new strains were united
by an ability to grow well
below O'C. However, other
key characteristics of SRBs
spli t  them into three groups
with features such as a
cellular fat composition
which had never been seen
before. After putting arr
the datatogether,the
researchers were conf ident
thatthey had obtained the
first members of three new
generaof bacteriathat
might dominate the ecology
of cold seasediments.

C.Knoblauchetal.

Psychrophilic sulfate-reducing

bacteria isolated from

permanently cold Arct ic marine

sediments: description of

Desulfofrigus oceane%e ger. nov.,

sp. nov., D es u lfofrigus fra gi le

sp. nov., D es u lfofa b a ge I i da gen.

nov., sp.nov., Dauffitaka

psycbrrtphila gen. nov., sp.nov.

andDesulfotalea ardica sp. nov.

lntJ S 1x B aaaio I 49, 163 7-l 643.
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The classic way to prove that
a particular m rcro-organism
causes a disease involves
isolating a pure culture of the
suspect microbe and then
inoculating it back into a
susceptible host, The case
againstthe microbe is usuallyconsidered proved if typical
disease symptoms develop. This procedure was developed
by Robert Koch in the late nineteenth century. A key feature
in proving Koch's postulates, as they are now called, is the
need to growthe microbe in a pure culture. lt has been very
dif f icult to growthe causalagents of some diseases in the
laboratory but molecular biologicaltechnrques can now
provide an alternative way to fingerthe guilty microbe.

Whipple's disease is a rare bacterial infection,where the
causal organism has never been isolated,The disease itself
has acollection of symptoms, centred around malabsorption
of certain nutrients, Symptoms, such as diarrhoea, intestinal
bleeding, abdominal bloating and cramps, weight loss,
arthritis and fever can continue foryears until the true cause
is recognized.l tcan be cured with antibiot ics, but is usually
fatal if left untreated, The range of symptoms has led doctors
to thinkthatthere mightwell be several strains of the
bacterium, butwithout bacterialcultures the evidence is
almost pure speculat ion.

Researchers atthe University of Zurich have used several
molecular biological methods to lookfor bacterial DNA in
tissue samples from patients with symptoms of Whipple's
disease. They found some from an unknown species,which
they could classify as a member of the actinomycetes, Their
recentwork has Iooked atsamples from 28 patients to see if
there really are several varieties of this new species,
provisionally called Trophe0/ma whi ppeli i.Their analyses
revealed three types, differing at specific points in a shotl
region of DNA, In addit ion,theychecked on two side issues
by detecting only one type in each person, even when they
examined severaldifferent bropsies, and were unableto
detect infection with any other bacteria in the patients.

The big question from the group's results is whethertheir
very small, butconsistent, changes in DNAsequence are
real evidence for strains of T, whippeirTwhich are sufficiently
d ifferent to cause the variety of sym ptoms seen i n patients,
At present, the onlywayto answerthis conclusively requires
a large sample of bacterialcells, so it is backtothe nineteenth
century questto grow disease causing agents in culture,

H.P. Hinriksonet al, Detection ofthree different types of
'Tropherlma 

uhippelii' direcdy from clinical specimens by sequencing,

single-strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) analysis and type-

specific PCR of their 165-2 3S ribosomal intergenic space r rcgion.Int

J S yst Bacteriol 49, I1 0l-17 06.
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Events in human history have left their mark on our diseases.
Onetragic episode in South America in the nineteenth
centurywas probablythe origin of unexpected results in a
survey of the virus that can cause T-cell leukaemia, and other
cancerous condit ions, in adults, This virus, human T-cel l
leukaemiavirus type | (HTLV-l), is onlytransmitted between
people afterclose and frequentcontact, such as during a
long-term sexual relationship or breast-feeding, lt is most
prevalent in Af r ica and the continents surrounding the
Pacific Ocean, although it now exists in most parts of the
world. Dist inct ivetypes of thevirus arefound in Melanesia,
Japan and South America, butthe Pacific islands of
M icronesia and Polynesia are surprisingly f  ree of i t .

A col laborative Japanese,/Ch i lean su rvey of HTLV-I i n Ch i le
included an excursion to Easter lsland, the Polynesian island
closestto the South American mainland, They collected
blood samples f rom 1 3B of its inhabitants and tested them
forthe virus. Only one person was infected, a 58-year-old
woman of the Rapa Nui, the indigenous inhabitants of the
island, The strain of virus was similar to ones found in South
America, ratherthan Melanesia, t
This is rather puzzling since, despite the voyage of Thor
Heyerdahl on Kon-Tikiin the 1 940s, there is now a
consensus that the Rapa Nui came to Easter lsland about
400 A,D, f rom Polynesia. However, contact between the
island and the mainland in recent centunes has been far
from beneficial. Forexample, in the nineteenth century
Peruvian slavers carried away almostall of the island's men,
and when some returned they brought a lethal epidemic of
smallpox with them. After Easter lsland was annexed by
Chile in 1 888 many people migrated there from South
America.Indeed, blood-typing of the HTLV-l infected
woman showed that she was of mixed Amerindian and
Maori ancestry. The source of the virus is therefore much
more likelyto be South Americafrom recent contact, rather
than f rom Melanesia centuries ago,

I S. Ohkura e t al.Idenrification and phylogenetic characterization

ofa human T-cell leukaemia virus type I isolate from a nattve

inhabitant (Rapa Nui) of Easte r Island.J G en Virol 80, 1995-2001.

There is currently much
debate aboutthe nature of
bacterial species, After all,
most bacterial cells have
such an undist inguished
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^  + h ^ +4PPU4r 4r  rUE Lr  rAL

microbiologists resorted to
biochemical and genetic
characteristics for
identification purposes
, ] ^ ^ ^ , ] ^ ^  ^ ^ ^  T l ^ i ^
u u \ - 4 u E J 4 g u .  r r i l J

accumu lation of knowledge
is throwing up evidence of
bacterial species with the
same biochemical
characteristics des pite
extens ive rearran gements
to their genetic structure,

P o c n l r r i n n  t h e c o

contradict ions wil l  requi re
detailed analysis of bacteria
from similarecologica
situations, M icrobiolog ists
have always concentrated
on bacteriafrom humans
and domestic animals.
As a consequence, the
E nte ro b acte ri ace ae,a f am i ly
of commensalbacteria
f rom the gastroi ntesti nal
tract, are probably the best
characterized group. The gut
provides a broadly similar
home, butto really delve into
ecology, awider range of
hosts and geographical
situations is needed.

This is whereAustralia
comes into i ts own.All three
l iving groups of mammals
are found there, The
platypuses and echidnas are
mammals, despite laying
eggs, and are the only
su rvivi ng monotremes, In
addition there are many
species of marsupial
mammals, dist inguished by
carrying theiryoung in a
pouch, The third group of
mammals arethe
eutherians, which includes
humans and other species
i ntrod uced to Austral ia.
However, there are native
eutherian mammals in
Austral ia, which belong to
the bat and rodent famil ies,

which provide a better
comparison with its other
ind igenous mammals . In
addition to the evolutionary
distance between these
three groups, individual
mammal famil ies have very
different diets. Some are
omnivorous, others eat
exclusively leaves, or pollen
and nectar, Still other groups
are carnivorous.

David Gordon and his
n n l l a q n r r o c  F r e n n a c

FitzGibbon and Joannah Lee
at the Austral ian National
Universrty in Canberra have
been examining the f lora
from a broad range of hosts
and localities, They have
worked for over 5 years with
f ield scientists to bui ld up a
collection of 951 bacterial
isolates from the f resh dung
of morethan 600 individual
mammals, representing 79
species from 1 6 famil ies.
They used well known
methods to isolate and
identify E nte ro bacteri aceae
species. Almost half  the
bacteria turned out to be
isolates of Escherichia coli,
which is usually accepted as
the mostcommon member
of the aerobic gutf loraof
warm-blooded vertebrates.
However, the other bacteria
were isolates of another 23
species, along with a small
numberwhich could not be
identified and probably
represent several brand new
species,

To make sense of this
large amount of data, the
researchers decided to
apply statistical methods
to relate the number of
bacterialspecies in a
particular host to mammal
families and Australian
states. They concluded that
the mean number of
bacterial species varied
signif icantly among
mammal famil ies, and also
with geographical location.

Mammalian hosts from the
state of Oueensland and the
Northern Territory had a
more diverse bacterial flora
than those from other states.
The family of marsupial
r ingtai led possums and
gliders (Petauridae) and the
eutherian mammal group of
bats ( Vespe rti l i o n i d ae)
contained a conspicuously
diverse collection of enteric
bacteria while the wallabies
ano Kangaroos
(Macropodidae) and the
solitary brushtail possums
(Ph al an ge ri d ae) yielded few
species in their droppings,

Some mammalfamil ies
had particu larly d isti nctive
bacteria in their droppings.
For example, the insect-
eating bats, had Klebsiella
oxytocamore f requently
than any other g roup, This
species of Klebsiellais often
found in insects and may
simply be passing through
the bat's guts, The nature
of an animal 's diet is an
importantfactor in
determining the kinds of
bacteriatowhich i t is
exposed. However, the
results of these studies also
suggest that bacteria may
be adapted to the specif ic
environments found within
different kinds of mammals
and to the climatic
condit ions where these
animals l ive, Bacteria l iv ing
in a gut have to survive in this
environment as well  as in the
animals droppings i f  they are
to be eaten and so return to
the gut.

D.M. Gordon & F. FitzGibbon.

The distribution of enteric

bacteria from Australian

mammals: hostand

geographical effects. Microbiology

r45,2663-261r.

D.M. Gordon&J. Lee. The

generic srructure ofenteric

bacteria from Australian

mammals. 14 icrobiologl L45 ,
2613-2682.
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ABOVE:
Elect ron micrographs of
negatively stained preparations of
Helicobacter pylori in the decline
phase of growth, i l lustrat ing early
(upper)  and la te  ( lower)  s tages in
the genes is  o f  cocco ida l  forms of
the bacter ium Bars,500 pm.
COURIESY M WORKU, IMPERIAL
COLLEGE SCHOOL OF [/EDICINE AT
ST I/ IARY S LONDON
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The few bacteriathatcause disease attract much more
attention than the vast majority which are positively
beneficial, orat least harmless inhabitants of this planet.
But what characteristics do bacteria need to be pathogens?
Sometimes the answer is not always obvious.

For example, some bacteria only cause infections some
of thetime, lt is perfectly normalforcoagulase-negative
staphylococci to live on human skin and they occasionally
cause clinical infections, One species, Staphylococcus
caprae,has been detected infecting some people after
surgeryto repairor replace damaged bones. Researchers at
the National Reference Centre for Staphylococci in France
have been testing strains of S. capraeto see howthese
pathogenic isolates differfrom ones obtained from their
normal habitat, namely goat's milk.

Th e outco m e was that th e i r tests on S. cap raestrai n s
could not distinguish those isolated f rom infections f rom
those isolated from goat's milk.ln addition, allthe strains had
the capacityto producethe sortof proteins and slimy
polysaccharides that are known to enhance pathogenicity in
bacteria. The clinical isolates had all survived the antibiotics
given to the patients to tryto cleartheir infections, and the
slime might have protected them, However, sincethe
capacityto synthesizethis slime is also present in the
apparently harmless strains, the situation is obviously not
one where slime production equals pathogenicity.

While an understanding of howthe benign S. capraecan
occasionallyturn vicious is obviously atan early stage, much
more is known about some pathogens, For example,
H ae m o ph i I u s i nfl ue n zaetype b reg ularly causes i nfections
in both the upperand lower respiratorytract as well as
occasionally launching into an invasive diseasethatcan
result in meningitis, One reason for its success is its complex
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) coating. Genes involved in its
synthesis, along with severalothers, all contain afeature
which encourages the bacterial cellto make an occasional
mistake and so create a new coating. Since the LPS is the
way the bacteria evade the host's im m u ne system, bein g
able to suddenly change its coat is a distinct advantage for
this pathogen,

Researchers atthe Universitvof Manchester have been
looking at how changes in thLse genes affect the way H.
influenzaecolonizes animals. They inoculated baby rats in
their noses or abdomens with one strain of H. influenzaeand
then looked forthe bacteria in samples of blood,
cerebrospinalfluid (CSF) and nasalwashings 2 days later,
Theywere particularly interested to see if there had been
anychanges totwo genes involved in LPS production orto a
third one which has a similar structure but an unknown role,

One of thetwo genes required for LPS production was
unaffected byf inding itself in a rat's nose instead of a
laboratoryculture, However, newvariants of the otherone
had started to appear, while the third gene was almost
entirely replaced by a new and functional version.

After injecting the bacteria into the rats' abdomens, the
results were different, Several new versions of the genes

appeared, sometimes different ones in CSF and blood from
the same animal,Thist ime i twasthe other LPSgenethat
iurned outto be important, with new f unctionalvariants
predominating, The implication from these results is that
differentversions of the LPS are advantageous to bacteria
colonizing differentsites in the body.

One further aspect of the success of a bacterial pathogen
can be its abilityto move orchange shape. Helicobacter
pylori,after some controversy, is now recognized as the
majorcause of peptic ulcers and non-autoimmune gastritis,
as well as being afactor in gastric carcinoma, lts cells are
helical in shape and move bytwirling theirflagella. However,
non-moving, spherical cells can appear in old laboratory
cultures and have occasionally been seen in samples from
patients,The importanceof this change has been debated
but researchers atthe lmperialCollege Schoolof Medicine
and f rom the U n iversity of Westm i nster have now worked
outthe relationshio between these two forms,

They grew H, pyloriin both batch culture, where the cells
gradually ran outof nutrients, and in acontinuous culture
system, where they could keep the cells constantly supplied
with any level of nutrients they chose. As the cultures grew,
the scientists tookoutcells to monitortheir motility and
shapewith acomputerized image analysis system and an
electron microscooe, ltsoon became apparentthatthe
bacteria moved around vigorouslywhen growing rapidly, The
cells themselves were helical, butwhen nutrients started to
run outtheygradually became spherical and stopped
movi ng because they had lost their f lagel la, When the
researchers looked at H. pyloricells in biopsies, they could
see helical cells within the mucus close to the stomach
surface,Their results confirm the ideathat motility is an
important ability for all strains of H, pylorilhat colonize a
stomach,This, along with their helicalshape, implies thatthe
bacteria are constantly growing, fed by plasma exuding from
the damaged stomach tissues, Any non-motile spherical
cells will be rapidly removed from the stomach and might
have a role in transmitting the bacteriato a new host,

J.,Lllegnet et al. Tracking adhesion factors rn S taphy locorcus caprae

strains responsible for human bone infections following implantation

of orthopaedic material. Microbiology I45, 203 3-2042.

S.L. Hosking et aLPhasevariationof LicLA,Iic2A ar'd lic3A irr

colonization ofthe nasopharynx, bloodstream and cerebrospinal fluid

by H aanop h i I as i nfl umzae type b. M i cro b i o I o gy I 45, 3 00 5 -30 | 1 .

M.L. Worku et al. The relationship betw een Helicobacter py lori

motility, morphology and phase ofgrowth: implications for gastric

colonization and pathology. Microbiology 145 ,2803-2811 .
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J ou rn al of Gene ral Vi rology
(JGV) has appointed its first
Editor in the United States.
DrJohn P Moore works at
TheAaron Diamond AIDS
Research Center, New York,
on human immunodeficiency
virus (H lV), focussing
especial ly on the envelope
glycoproteins.

In addit ion to boosting
the exnerf ise of ,  IGV in this
crucial area the appointment
of John Moore givesthe
Journal a vital Ed i torial
nresence in the States and
an insight into current
trends there.

Originaily from Liverpool, U K,
John stud ied biochemistry
at Cam brid ge U niversity,
where he went on to do a
PhD on activation of
T-lym phocyte g rowth. After
postdoctoral research in the
q2mc qr rh ie r^ t  he  t rans fer redL !  

" v  
L '  s ,  , u

his attention to H lV and
worked on the Brit ish AIDS
\ /ar-r- ino Prniact Fol lnv,  , - J - - -  '  - " - . v l n g

stints in Glasgow and
London,John moved to
NewYork in  1992.

New submiss ions to  JGV on
human retroviruses should
be sent to:

John Moore
TheAaron Diamond AIDS
I \ C J E A I  U I  I  U U I  I L I  g

455 FirstAvenue
7th Floor
NewYork,  NY 10016
USA

Fax+l  2127251126
e-mail  John,Moore@
adarc.org

Highwire Update - Full text
HTM L now available for IGV

,Ioarnal of
GeneralVirslogy

Visitors to the on-l ineversions of the SGM journals wil l
knowthat since the sites went'live'atthe end of May, they
have contained header information (title, authors, abstracts,
etc.) and full text PDF f iles for each article, as well as useful
features such as tables of contents of forthcoming issues,
Work has been going on in collaboration with our printers,
Cambridge University Press, on bringing the f ull text SG M L
of articles to a form f it for conversion to full text HTM L at
HighWire. This has involved a number of upgrades to
programs at CU P and automation of several tasks
previously done man ually,

SGMLforthree complete issues of JGVwas run through
the 'integrity testing' procedure at HighWire and referred
back to CU Pforfurther modification, When it was judged to
have reached a state of publishable quality, we were able to
showthe green l ightfori t to go inio production. On 1 8
October, the JGV site went live with fulltext HTM L forthe
current (November) issue and for October, September and
August as well. Further back contentto January 1 999 will
be added as issues are processed.

The full text HTM L articles offer a number of features
and functions notavai lable in the PDFversions, including
inter-journal linking and enhanced searching facilities, PDFs
are available in parallelforthose wishing to print off a
paperversion,

HighWire have nowstarted integritytesting of entire
issues of Microbiologyand a report on the first one through
is eagerlyawaited, lt is hoped thatthe experience gained in
bringing the JGV SG M L to publ ishable qual i ty wi l l  ensure
that Microbiologywillgo through this phase at afaster pace,
although itwill undoubtedly have afewfeatures of its own to
iron out, And then we will get on with lnternationalJournal of
System atic Bacte riol ogy. lt isg busy timel

lD Ron Fraser, Executive Secretary

Since i ts launch in 1 994,
M i crobiol ogy has pu blished
many l ively and informative
Reviews, These have
provided an excel lent
resource for those engaged
in m icrobiolog ical research
and teaching. In response to
comments from readers and
srrnoestions hv ihe Fditorial
Board,the Editors have
decided to bui ld on the
success of this section by
oc iah l iqh inn  2  nA\^ /" " u * '  ' - "

Mini-reviews series to
highl ight topics of breaking
i n l o r o c l  P a r r l  Q a i n o v

(U niversity of Oxford) has
recently been appointed as
Reviews Editorfor
M icrobiologyand he will
h o  r o c n n n c i h l a  { n r

establ ishing this new series.
He wil lalso co-ordinate the
commiss ion ing of  regu lar
f ul l- length Reviews, wh ich
was formerly done by the
Editor- in-Chief,

M icrobiologyaims in the
future to publ ish at least one
Mini-review plus, i f  possible,
a f u l l - length review, per
monih ly issue. The Reviews
and Mini-reviews wil l  cover
the broadest possible range
of topics of cu rrent interest.

The Reviews Ediiorwil l
commission Reviews and
Mini-reviews on su bjects
considered of importance
and wide interest bythe
Editors and Editorial Board
of M icrobiolog;z However,
unsol ici ted proposals tor
Reviews and M i n i-Reviews
are always welcomed:
authors are advised to send
their proposal before
subm it t ing a manuscri pt.
Authors should bear in mind
Ih at M i c r o b i o I o g y altr acls
awide range of readers
who are not necessarily
special ists, and should pitch
thei r texi accord i n g ly,
providing enough
backg rou nd information

io place the topic in the
broader context of
microbiology.

All Reviews and
M in i-reviews submitted to
Microbiology,whether
commiss ioned or
r  r n c n l i n i l o d  r n r i l l  h o  q 1  1 l ^ 1 i ^ ^ tu r  r J v i l u r L U u r  v v i l r  u u  J u u l U L L

to r igorous independent
peer review.

Those with concents for
Reviews or M i n i-reviews
should contact:

PaulRainey
Reviews Editor-
Microbiology
Department of Plant
Sciences
University of Oxford
South Parks Road
Oxford OX1 3RB
U K

Tel+44 1 865 275000
Fax+44 1865275074
e-mail prainey@worf.molbiol.
ox.ac.uk

O Jon Saunders,
M i cro b io I ogy Ed ito r- i n - C h i ef

htp://mi(.5gmiournals.org
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Publishing in journals -
who, why, what, whefiB. . .?
Duncan McGaNa

Late in 1998 the Association of Learned and
Professional Society Publishers (ALPSP)

decided it was timely to find out what

contributors to learned journals really think about the

factors involved in publishing articles. A major survey

was commissioned and the detailed results have now

been published - rV h at Aut b ors lYant.

Four main areas were covered:
\Vhat, at the end of the century, motivates authors to
publish their work?
How do authors decide where to publish their work?

\Vhat concerns do authors have about the publishing

process?
\What are their hopes and expectations for the future of

the journal publishing process?

Questionnaires were sent out (at vast expense) by the

staff of 109 journals - including the SGM's - from 38
larye andsmall publishers, in both the scientific and arts

fields. In all, I0,970 authors worldwide were contacted
and an amazing 29.3 % responded; 463 o{ theforms were

completed online.

S Why publish?
Regardless of the respondent's age, cateer stage, subject

arcaor geographical location, communication with their

peers came first, then cafeer advancement, personal

prestige and funding. Hardly anyone published for

di rect fi nancial reward.

SWhereto publish?
The respondents considered communication to the

widest possible audience and the perceived reputation of

the journal to be most important; the other main factors

determining journal choice were the impact factor

(despite all statistical fauits), the quality ofp... review

and the retrievability of articles by abstracting and

indexing services. Also ranking high, particularly

among the scientists, were presentational factors (quality

of reproduction, use of colou r, typeface, photographic

quality). The arts authors were not as interested as the

scientists in electronic availabil ity of the journal or

the ability to submit articles electronically. Authors do

not care much where the journal is published, nor

the nature of the publisher (society/not-for-profit or

multi-megabuck commercial operation) or - if it can be

found - the journal's circulation, just so long as it has an

international reach. Not having to pay page charges met

with approval in some quarters and the good old offprint

continues to win favour.

0What's happening to my paper?
Three issues arose as matters of concern about the

publishing process: copyright, peer review and
publication delays. Perhaps surprisingly copyright was

not seen as a hindrance to publication; indeed most

authors claim to understand publishers' copyright

policies. \7hen explicitly asked who should hold
copyright in journal articles there was arange ofopinion,
the arts authors being much more strongly in favour
of retaining copyright and limiting the rights the
publisher is granted. (One might wonder whether this
response was the result of posing leading questions the
authors had not thought about before.)

Authors, editors, publishers and readers are all
concerned with speed ofpublication. The science authors
were most concerned that others would publish similar
work before their article appeared; in contrast the arts
group worried more about delays meaning their work
was out-of-date on publication. Scientific publication
might sometimes seem slow but publishing in the arts
generally takes considerably longer.

Respondents seemed reasonably huppy with the peer
review process as it currently operates. Faults were
identified, however: delay by the reviewer was the major
concern; superficial or unnecessarily hostile refereeing
also ranked high. \When asked how the author felt when
acting as a reviewer, most seemed h"ppy with the status
quo. But the matter of payment will become a more
significant issue in the future.

S What does the future hold?
Almost 7 0 % of authors were of the view that scholarly
publishing should continue in much its present form,
though the expectation is that electronic publishing
with a rapid peer review system will increase in
importance. Although few authors find the options
desirable, there is a perception that posting to preprint
databases and electronic publication with no peer review
will become more prevalent.

So what is the purpose of scholarly publishing today?
Most (53 versus 34%) authors agreed with the
'contentious and portentous' statement that [it] lr
changing its function from knowledge dissemination to tbe
building of an author's rdsum6/CV or reputation. Can this
be right, or just the expression ofthe authors'personal
opinions rather than a reflection of the true state of
things?

And what will the answers be when the same questions
are asked againina few years' time?

O Duncan McGarva, SGM Sysfems Managerand
Member of the ALPSP Copyright and Electronic
D eve I o p m e nts C o m m ittee s

Most readers of
MicrobiologyToday
I suspect write and
publish scientif ic
articles or aspire to do
so. We have certainly
all read one ortwo of
the items formerly
known as papers.
Yet hearsay, myths,
rumours ano
speculation abound
regarding authors'
needs and concerns
aboutthe path to
publication.

For further i nformation

Details of the report
V b a t A u t b or s Van t, including
ordering information can be
found on the ALPSP website
(www.alpsp.org.uk) or can be
obtai ned from John Morris,
South House, The Street,
Clapham, Sforthing, S7est
SussexBNl3 3UU,UK
(Fax +44 1903 8l l4r7).
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Student
Membership
Student  Membersh ip  o f
the Society is avai lable to
postgraduate students
worldwide who have no
taxable income. For an
annualsubscr ip t ion o f
on ly  UKS20 (US$33)
Student Members can
take advantage of the
manv benefi ts that this
category of membership
provides, such as f ree
registrat ion at SG M
meet ings and the
purchase of Society
publications at greatly
d iscounted pr ices.
ln  addi t ion Student
Members who are
resident and registered
for  a  h igher  degree in  any
European Union count ry
may apply for awards
f rom the Pres ident 's  Fund
and Postgraduate
Conference grants (see
o.177 for  deta i ls )  which
orovide f inancial
assistance for attendance
at scienti f  ic meetings.

ffirxdwrgrmdaxm$w
ffim*wfuer*&x$gn

A new category of
Undergraduate
Membership has recently
been introduced, See
o, 1 78 for detai ls,

ffiffiffi
Promeg aPrize competition 1999
University of Leeds, September lggg
On 7 September, in a hot lecture theatre at Leeds
University, nine young microbiologists gathered forthe
final round of the Promega Prize Competit ion. Their
presentations at previous SG M meetings had earned
them a place in the f inal where they were required to
give a 1 O minute talk fol lowed by 5 minutes of
questions, Pat Goodwin, SG M Scienti f ic Meetings
Off icer, chaired the session and the contestants were
as fol lows,

# Olivia McAuliffe University College Cork
Lacticin 31 47: a bacteriocin with applications in food
and medicine

& Susan Lynch University College Dublin
The genetic analysis of amphotericin B biosynthesis

& fyoti Velayudhan University of Sheffield
The crucial role of a ferrous iron uptake system in
iron acquisition and virulence in the human gastric
path ogen H e I i co bacter pyl ori

# Gatriona Kydd University of Bath
A novel aldolase from the hyperthermic archaeon
S u lf o I o b u s so lf atari c u s

& HollySlaterJohn Innes Centre, Norwich
A specialized two-component svstem links
ceil-cell signatting to piathogen'icity gene expressrcn
i n Xanth o m o n as cam pestri s

# Gina Manning CentralVeterinary Laboratory,
Surrey
I d e ntif i cati o n an d ch aracte ri zati o n of C am py I o b acte r
jejuni genes involved in host cell invasion

& Karen lsherwood CBD Porton Down
Auorum sensing in Yersinia pestis

S Gulnur Goskuner University of Newcastle
Distribution of ammonia-oxidizing bacteria in activated
sludge flocs characterized by FISH (fluorescence in
situ hybri d izatio n) tech n i que

@ lan Goodfellow University of Glasgow
lnhibition of echovirus entry into rhabdomyosarcoma
cells bv antiserum to cd59: a common cell-specific
entry mechanism for echoviruses?

All  entrants gave f luent presentations using excel lent
visual aids and dealt with some tough questions, The
j udges were G rou p representatives Peter And rew,
Eric Blair,  Mart in Coll ins, Reg England, Dave Hodgson,
Keith Jones, Mike Wilson and Peter Wynn-Jones,
with Pat Goodwin in the chair and Kiran Ghanaker
representing Promega, Although the overal l  standard
was high, two entrants stood out as winners:
Gina Manning and Karen lsherwood who both
tookthe t ime to  put the i rwork  in  awider  perspect ive
and whose talks were part icularly accessible to a
non-soecial ist.

The names of the wrnners were announced atthe
Young Members' Reception that evening and each
have received a cheoue for S200, Since ihe standard
of com peti t ion was so h ig h, the j  udges felt  that al I
runners-up should receive aprize of ayear's free
membersh ip  o f  the SGM.

Gina and Karen wi l l  go on
to represent the Society
forthe PromegaYoung
UK Life Scientistof the
YearAwardwhich wi l lbe
held in 2000, There thev
wi l l  be compet ing against
other Promega prize
winners  f rom the
Biochemical Societv the
Genet ica lsoc ie tv  and
the Brit ish Socieivfor
lmmunology for  apr ize o f
S2,000 and atrophy,

l f  you are a postgrad
or postdoc under 28,
whv not enter the
SGM Promega Prize
competit ion next year, Al l
you need to do is present
a ooster or an oral offered
paper at a Society
meeting and letthe
Meetings Off ice know
thatyou wish to be
considered, See the
website for detai ls,



Young Members' Reception Careers
University of Leeds, September t-999 factsheets
ffi:Ww mwwffi w'm:&ww:,s wwv*s {e
Alan Garmonsway, a human resource special ist for
Xenova Group,  shared h is  exper t ise on job-hunt ing in
the b iosc iences in  an enter ta in ing and eye-opening
ta lk .  A panel  o f  ind iv idua ls  f  rom d i f ferent lob sectors
then f ielded a barrage of questions from the f loor.
Pat Goodwin f rom the Wellcome Trust, Liz Sockett
(SG M Education Off icer and academic at Nott ingham
Univers i ty )  K i ran Ghanaker  (a  product  appl icat ion
special ist at Promega) and Katr ina Hall iday of
Cambridge University Press were al l  able to share
the i r  knowledge and exper ience wi th  young
members of the Society,

Alan's presentation began with a brief introduction
to  new-speak in  indust ry ,  a  descr ip t ion o f  how work ing
practices have changed in recent years and how this
affects scientists employed there. Job applicants
must now adapt to meet these changes and can no
longer  expect  to  f  ind a  job for  l i fe ,  A summary o f  the
recruitment process revealed that approximately 800/o
of job applicants de-select themselves before
shor t l is t ing even begins.  Th is  can happen for  a  var ie ty
of  reasons,  inc lud ing an unreadable  le t ter  or  CV or  lack
of  adequate in format ion in  the appl icat ion.  A lan then
spent  some t ime showing how to  wr i te  an appl icat ion
that makes i t through the selection process to interview
Fach s ten of  the anol icat ion was cons idered:  f  rom how
to read the advert f  rom the recruiter 's point of view to
how to organize information to your best advantage.
He i l lus t ra ted h is  ta lk  wi th  some enter ta in ing
'disasters' that have passed through his off ice.

Alan next considered the interview orocess. He
out l ined how to  communicate the tvoe of  in format ion
that interviewers aim to discover about appl icants and
l is ted some usef  u l  'do 's  and don ' ts ' for that  a l l
impor tant  day,  He cont inued h is  ta lk  wi th  a  reminder
of  the d i f ferent  approaches to  f  ind ing that  e lus ive job,
inc lud ing network ing at  meet ings,  responding to  t
adverts and moving f rom temporary to permanent
employment  (not  uncommon in  indust ry) ,  To f  in ish,
A lan summ ar ized wi th  some usefu l  key po in ts  for
successf  u l  lob h  u  n t i  ng.

The l ive ly  quest ion and answer  sess ion which fo l lowed
Alan 's  exce l lent  ta lk  on ly  ended at  the promise of  a
de l ic ious buf fe t  and g lass or  two of  w ine.  A l l  panel
experts stayed to answer individual questions during
the meal  and d iscuss ions las ted wel l  in to  the evening.

lf you would like a factsheet on CVs and lnterviews,
based on Alan's talk, please contactJane Westwell  at
SGM HO:
F a x 0 1  1 B g B B 5 6 5 6
e-mai l  careers@socgen microb io l .org .u  k

Further careers information is avai lable on the SG M
webs ite at http ://www.socg e n m icro b i o Lorg. u k.

ffimam#wsffiffiffi
#ffiffi##tr%
'mffim?t'ffiffi&ffi

ffiww&Wffi%effifu
Jane Westwell  of the
External Relat ions Off ice
has created some
factsheets on careers for
graduate microbiolog ists,
These cover the fol lowin g
top ics :

W Careers lnformation for
G rad u ate M i c ro b i o I og i sts

ffi Careers Outof the
Laboratory

W Research Careers
for Postdoctoral
Microbiologists

ffi Careers in Environ-
mental Microbiologl,

ffi Careers in Medical
Microbiology

These are a l lava i lab le
as downloadable  PDF
f  i les  on the SG M websi te
(www.socgenm icrobiol.
org.uk)

Cl ick  on the 'Careers  and
Educat ion 'but ton and
fo l l ow the  l i nks .

O Contributions
for Gradl ine from
you ng sG M
members are
always welcome.
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llntroduction to
U Biointormatics.
Gelland Molecular
Biology in Action Series
By T,K. Attwood & D,J. Pany-Smith
Published by Addison Wesley
Longman (1999)
S17.99, pp.218
ISBN: 0-582-32788-1

Forthe purposes ofthis book,
bioinformatics means molecular
sequence and structural
information, which is probably
what most people would assume
anyway, lt does not address
broader issues of data linkage or
molecular structural analysis but
concentrates on sequence
analysis, drawing on structural
information where appropriate.
The book is ideally suited to
student teaching, although it is an
excellent primer for anyone still
on the fringes of the molecular
revolution. Interestingly, it is
accompanied by a splendid web
site <http :/ /www,bioinf,man.
ac,uk/dbbrowser/bioactivity/
prefacefrm. html> containing a
practical exercise to reinforce the
material presented in the book,
The only drawback with the book
is that, in such a fast-moving field,
some of the references and
internet sites are now either
out-otdate or incomplete
Nonetheless, this is a super book
which is highly recommended, bu.t
use it soon while it is stillfresh,
f DaveRoberts
The Natural History
Museum,London

lrne cytokine
VHandbook
Third Edition
Edited byA,WThomson
Published by Academic Press
(1es8)
S85.00, pp,1017
ISBN:012-689662-3

The complexity of the cytokine
field has increased exponentially,
and so have the books in this area!
T he Cyto ki n e H a ndboaksucceeds
in covering a large percentage of
this field so central to immunology.
The book covers all interleukins
up to lL-18, chemokines and their
receptors, as well as TN F, TGF-13,
GMCSF, and Flt3-1, among

others, Four out of the 32 chapters
cover specific therapeutic
applications, including gene
therapy, The book thus provides
in-depth overviews of current
research, including updated
discussions on the basic
molecular biology and clinical
applications of each cytokine.
Detailed tables throughout make
it easy to scan the plethora of
activities displayed by individual
cytokines across tissues, organs
and species, Thus, this is an
excellent guide to the novice to
find a way into the cytokine maze,
or for the experienced researcher
to become updated,
lPedro R, Lowenstein
U n ive rsity of Ma nchester

lSexually
UTransmitted
lnfections and Aids in
the Tropics
Edited by 0,P, Arya & C,A. Hart
Published by CABI Publishing
(1ee8)
S60,00/ US$110.00, pp, 448
ISBN: 0-85199-262-5

Chilling statistics confront all
those involved in the global fight
against H lV and Al DS, The focus
on sexually transmitted disease in
the tropics (here concentrating
mainly on Africa) is appropriate, A
recent trip to South Africa has
confirmed first-hand the role
STD played in the H lV epidemic,
This book contains up-to-date
statistical inf ormation and good
relevant references, There is a
balanced contribution from
experts working in the front line,
Helpful illustrations, practical tips,
tables and algorithms add to the
comprehensive discussion of STD,
The structure of the book is
excellent, Introductory chapters
set the broad scene and describe
epidemiology, anatomy and
immunology of the genitaltract.
This is not a book to be read at
bedtime, lt is a text which will be
an indispensable addition to a
departmental library, a necessary
bookfor HIV clinicians and a
usef ul reference book for those
whoteach inthisfield,
lSheilaM.Burns
Regional Clinical
VirologyLaboratory
City Hospita l, Edi nbu rgh

lRapid Detection of
Ulnfectious Agents.
Infectious Agents and
Pathogenesis Series
Edited by S, Specter, M, Bendinelli
& H, Friedman
Published by Plenum Press ('1998)
U5$69,50, pp,245
ISBN:0-306-45848-g

This volume contains several
interestin g and informative
chapters on aspects of laboratory
diagnosis of human pathogens,
The chapters by diverse authors
are united by consideration of
different analytical techniques
and their application to diagnostic
problems, but vary considerably in
style and content, ranging from
protocols to reviews, Human
viruses and some pathogenic
bacteria are most thoroughly
considered with little or no
mention of fungi or parasitic
organisms, The section on
genetically engineered cells in
diagnostic virology was a
particularly useful summary of
an area which is beginning to filter
into commercial practice,
Nevertheless, there were some
notable omissions, including
Amplified Fragment Len gth
Polymorphism, near patient tests
and some of the more recent
improvements in enzymology of
direct PCR detection of
pathogens, Surprisingly also, the
justif ication for the term'rapid
diagnosis'was not always evident
in the sections included, Despite
these shortcomings, the book is
highly recommended for
individuals with an interest in
diagnostic virology/bacteriology
and institutes or departments
containing diagnostic laboratories,
lMariaZambon
Vi rus Reference Division,
CPHL,London

lniotlrerapeutic
VAgents and
Infectious Diseases
Edited by G,W. Elmer,
L.V McFarland & C,M, Surawicz
Published by Humana Press ('1998)
|.Js$l25,00
ISBN: 0-89603-647-2

Biotherapeutic agents - this is a
term forwhat many would call
probiotics, a topic often relegated

to alternative medicine, 0ne
senses a determined attempt by
the Editors to legitimize the area,
The introductory chapter gives an
excellent account ofthe QC and
regulatory issues involved in
getting a product licensed, but is
totally parochial, with no mention
of the requirements for regulatory
bodies otherthan the FDA, (]ther
chapters cover various diseases,
includin g cystitis, antibiotic-
associated diarrhoea, vaginitis
and Clostri di u m diff i c i b
associated disease, and each
gives a good review of the studies
to date on the use of probiotics, I
feltthattoo much space istaken
up describing the disease, a topic
that is covered in many other
books, Most chapters point out
the need for double-blind,
placebo-controlled studies, and
suggestwaysforward in
assessing these agents. Although
there is much to recommend this
book, some chapters can be
rather turgid, and the high price
may well dissuade many.
aPam Hunter
Bu rnth ouse, Bu rnthouse
Lane,Cowfold,Sussex

lOiagnostic Uirology
VProtocols. Methods
in Molecular Medicine,
Uol. | 2
Edited by J,R. Stephenson &
A, Warnes
Published by Humana Press (1998)
US$79,50, pp,384
ISB N: 0-89603-401 -1

As a clinicalvirologist my
expectation of diagnostic
protocols turned out to be
different from that of the Editors,
lwas expecting a symptomatic or
systematic approach to the
diagnosis of virus infection, i,e,
likely organisms, types of
specimens required, investigation
strategies and some information
on how these investigations would
affect patient management, The
protocols described in this book
are the bench level investigations
that one might carry out after
deciding which group of infecting
organisms to study,
The book is full of PCR protocols
described in greater detail than is

l f  you would l ikeyour
name to be added to
ourdatabase of
book reviewers,
please complete
the book reviewer
interests form now
available on the
SG M website.
A classif ied
compendium of
book reviews from
1996tothe present
is also available on
the website,
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normally possible in journal
publications; the authors of each
chapter have shared many of the
trade secrets that make the
difference between success and
failure, The Editors have also
required that each author end
their chapterwith a section of
further advice notes; the
enterovirus and parvovirus
chapters were particularly well
done in this respect. A useful book
fora short period of time as I
suspect that many of those
methods will have been adapted
further in the meantime, However
it does present a list of recognized
experts in their fields for those
interested to contact directly.
lLizBoxall
PHL,Birmingham
Heartlands Hospital

Ittre
VMicrosporidia
and Microsporidiosis
Edited by M. Wittner a L,M, Weiss
Published byASM Pres (1999)
S73.00, pp,553
ISBN: 1 -55581 -1 47-7

Whatatimely book!
Microsporidia have attracted a
lot of interest as parasites and
more recently as model
organisms in molecular evolution.
This up-to-date compilation on
microsporidia biology - typically
scattered among protozoological,
parasitological/medical and
evolutionary journals - is a must.
Each chapter (most are well
written) gives detailed
descriptions of microsporidia
biology, such as ultrastructure,
biochemistry, molecular biology,
culture and epidemiology, is
nicely illustrated, well referenced
and indexed, There is a useful
glossary and several chapters
present protocols for
microsporidia identif ication, lt
sets the scene for years to come
during which molecular cell
biology and biochemistry will
bring much needed discoveries
on the functioning of the
microsporidia.
A must-get book for students,
biologists and medical doctors
interested in molecular cell

biology, parasitology or
evolutionary biology, lf you work
on microsporidia persewhy don't
you have it already? lf you do not
buy it, ask your library!
lRobertHirt
The Natural History
Museum,London

lProtein Synthesis:
UMethods and
Protocols. Methods in
Molecular Biology,
Vol.77
Edited by R. Martin
Published by Humana Press (1998)
US$74.50, pp,400
ISBN:0-89603-397-X

As one would expect, a book
of methods and protocols in
molecular biology is pretty much
a'cookery book' but necessary
nonetheless. Thisvolume in the
popular Methods in Molecular
B i o I o gy series co ntai ns 29
chapters by 65 international
contributors. Each chapter starts
with a concise, informative and
well-referenced introd uction
before listing materials (including
leading suppliers) and methods,
The methods are helpfully
detailed and carry the feel of
being written by those who have
actually carried out these
experiments and know what step
is or isn't crucial. For example,
inthesection onXenopuslaevis r
translational activity there are
extensive notes outlining potential
problems, i.e.' ln our hands, a
maju problem in working with
both egg and oocyte extracts is
the loss oftranslational activity
exhibited when the extracts are
frozen andthawed. , .evenwhen
great care is taken to freeze the
nmple rapidly. , .' (p,205), This
can be very comforting to the
poor postgrad or postdoc at the
bench given the task of repeating
others' protocols and is invaluable
for showing to disbelieving
supervisors ! 0verall an excellent,
detailed protocols book, a copy of
which should be on the shelves of
every molecular biology lab,
ItanetBunker
SGM Education Group
Committee

lNature'sServices.
USocietalDependence
on NaturalEcosystems
Edited by G,C, Daily
Published by lsland Press (1997)
S19.95, pp.392
ISBN: 1 -55963-476-6

N atu re's Seruices comprises
chapters contributed by experts in
a wide range of disciplines and
focuses on an appreciation of
societal dependence upon natural
ecosystems, lt attempts to look at
man's potential disruption of
ecosystems and its
consequences, Using man as the
'consumer'in an economic sense.
different ecosystems are
described in terms of their
ecology, their importance and
how they deliver benefits to the
ctlnsumer, culminating in an
appreciation of how their value
can be incorporated in decision-
making processes. Each chapter
is concise, logically structured
and contains a range of
references from scientific papers,
books and government reports,
This bookwould not be priorityfor
most microbiologists, particularly
as it contains little microbiological
information, apart from
elementary information, but it
does give a different view on man,
ecology and the biosphere, lt is
not, however, a casual reading
bookand itwould be difficultto
identify the ideal target reader.
lRogerPickup
I nstitute of Freshwater
Ecology,Cumbria

f eiology Now! ll-14
J ftl Pupil'sBook
[2J Ieacher's Besource
Book
By PD, Riley
Published by John Munay
(Publishers) Ltd (1 998)
(1)s9.9e; (2) s35,00
ISBN : (1 ) 0-7195-7548-6;
(2) 0-7195-7549-4

Biology Now!l /-/4is one of a
series of three pupil's books
(supported by a Teache/s
Resource Book) that covers both
Ks3 ofthe National Curriculum for
Science and also the Common
Entrance Exam at 1 3+, The other
titles in the series are Chemistry
Now! | | 1 4and Physiu Now!
fi-14.
The book is attractively
presented in full colourwith many
photographs and diagrams which
convey information clearly and
accurately. Throughout each
chapter there are a variety of
questions to suit a range of
abilities, Some can be answered
directly through reading the text,
others stimulate thinking and
could be used as the basis of a
class discussion, Chapter
summaries are provided for
revision purposes. There is also
a comprehensive glossary.
The classification of micro-
organisms is covered in the
chapter'Looking at Living Thingsi
whilst'Keeping Healthy' looks at
how bacteria and viruses affect
health and howthe bodyfights
infections, This includes the use of
antibiotics and also immunization,
The Teache/s Resource contains
photocopiable worksheets,
many of which are practical
i nvestigations, These provide
precise instructions and adequate
safety information and there are

clear explanations to the skills and
concepts being introduced, lt
concludeswith examples of Ks3
exam questions and a 1 3+
question bank.
This is a very useful text to
support biology teaching across
the 11 -1 4 age range,
lDariel Burdass
SGM,Marlborough
House

lulu Protocols.
UMethods in
Molecular Medicine,
Uol.17
Edited by N,L, Michael& J,H. Kim
Published by Humana Press (1999)
US$89.50, pp,432
ISBN: 0-89603-369-4

This collection of laboratory
techniques used in the HlVfield is
organized in four parts: virology,
molecular biology, humoral and
cellular immune responses to H lV.
The strength of this manual
comes from its focus on
methodological details and the
provision of especially valuable
'hints and tipsi the description of
some ofthe latesttechnology, and
the inclusion of the most recent
advances in H lV research.
Chapters include an introduction
to the technique, its role in the
field and a concise list of
references, including the classical
papers, 0n the less positive side,
chapters on labour-intensive
techniques do not always mention
the available commercial kits,
studies on the primary site of H lV
replication (secondary lymphoid
tissues) and genotypic or
phenotypic assays for the
evaluation of H lV-1 drug
resistance are not mentioned,
This book remains of great value
to labs performing basic HIV
research and considering more
advanced techniques,
lMounirAit-Khaled
GlaxoWellcome,
Stevenage
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Ittrerapies for Uiral
THepatitis
Edited by R.F, Schinazi,
J.-P. Sommadossia H.C, Thomas
Published by International
MedicalPress (1998)
S79,99 + S7 p&p UK;$8,50 pap
Europe/ US$1 29.00 +US$10 p&p
orUS$20 by courier; R0W US$42
surface mail; US$45 by courier
ISBN: 1 -901769-01 -1

The title of this bookissomewhat
misleading fortwo reasons. First,
only the agents responsible for
chronic hepatitis (i.e. HBV, HCV
and a token mention of H DV) are
considered, and second, the
scope is far wider than just
therapy. The 48 contributions
cover a range of topics from
epidemiology and pathogenesis to
drug design and animalmodels.
However, the Editors have skillfully
blended the contributions so that
their relevance to the overall
theme of the development and
application of therapeutic
regimes for the control of chronic
viral hepatitis is well maintained.
The authorship includes many
majorfigures in the field and the
individual chapters are generally
succinct and very readable.
In conclusion, the book is a
compilation of authoritative
articles and presents a useful
snapshot of the problems and
prospects in chronic viral hepatitis
in the late 1990s.
lDaveRowlands
Universityof Leeds

lGomnination
UUaecines:
From ClinicalResearch
to Approual
Edited by R.W Ellis
Published by Humana Press (1999)
US$ 125,00, pp.292
ISBN: 0-89603-717-7

The development and use of
bacterial/viral combination
vaccines is driven by the desire to
combine an increasing number of
childhood vaccines into fewer
visits for inoculation. This book
addresses the necessity for
multivalent vaccines, the need
for suitable and effective
combinations, the formulation of

regulatory guidelines and the
logistics of achieving wide
vaccine cttverage.
0f particular interest are the
chapters on pharmaceutical
aspects of combination vaccines,
on efficacy testing and on issues
for health practitioners, More
weight could have been given to
the discussion of incorporation of
new combination vaccines into
the Extended Programme of
lmmunization (EPl) of the WH0,
with particular reference to the
problems of vaccine coverage in
developing countries,
The book is of interest to those
involved in public health. lt is
informative and reads well.
References are comprehensive
and reach well into 1998 in places.
The price is on the high end but on
balance worth spending,
lUlrich Desselberger
PHLCambridge

lHepatitisG
UProtocols. Methods
in Molecular Medicine,
Uo l .19
Edited byJ.Y-N, Lau
Published by Humana Pres (1998)
US$89,50, pp.640
ISBN: 0-89603-521 -2

This book is clearly intended as a
laboratory companion volume and
comprises a collection of recipes
and experiences from many of the
foremost practitioners in H CV
research, lthinkthat it nicely
fulfils an important role by
providing'nitty gritty' detail to
researchers wishing to explore
the application of new procedures
to their work. lt also, of course,
lays down the challenge to the
new practitionerto obtain the
quality and reproducibility of
results claimed by the authors.
Given that the book is a laboratory
manual, a loose-leafed version
with the facility to add extra
pages of notes would have been
doubly useful, The target
readership forthe book is
necessarily individuals and
laboratories conducting H CV
research, but the reasonable price
and the wide range of practical
information provided should make
it an essential buy for this group.
lDaveRowlands
Universityof Leeds

lnuandthe New
VUiruses, Second
Edition
Edited byA. Dalgleish & R.Weiss
Published by Academic Press Inc.
0eee)
US$1 25.00, pp. 537
ISBN:012-200741-7

This is a comprehensive and
upto-date volume that reviews
our cunent knowledge of H lV and
other recently identified viruses
of humans, Half of the bookis
devoted to H lV and covers all
aspects of the virus from the
molecular biology of the
regulatory proteins to
epidemiology and antiviral
therapy, The only omission is
discussion of the Nef protein,
surprisingly, given its importance
f or viral pathogenesis, Inf ormation
about other new viruses tends
towards epidemiological and
clinical aspects, although
chapters on KSHV and H BV
provide some background to the
molecular biology of the viruses.
In general I found the chapters to
be detailed and wellwritten with a
healthy supply of illustrations to
aid understanding. The bookwill
be of most use to those involved in
teaching virology and should
certainly be recommended to
libraries as a general reference
volume for both undergraduates
and postgraduates,
f MarkHarris
Universityof Leeds

lrne FungalColony.
VBritish Mycological
Society Symposium
Series, Uol. 2l
Edited by N.A.R. Gow, G.D. Robson
&G,M. Gadd
Published forthe BMS by
Cambridge University Press
(1see)
$65,00, pp.332
ISBN: 0-521 -62117-8

0lsson, in Chapter 2, prefers to
use the term Functional Mycelium
Unit ratherthan fungal colony but
lguess The Fungal Colonymakes
for a better book title, ln the
Preface to the book, the Editors
state their aims of covering the
growth and development offungi
in natural and artificial

environments, so the concept of a
colony is viewed rather broadly.
Any expectations of a focus on
agar-grown colonies are soon
dashed and the Petri dish is
dismissed in the first Chapter as
a sensory deprivation chamber,
a theme which iswarmed to in
several subsequent chapters
where the focus is on natural
environments, Elsewhere in the
bookwe are treated to an eclectic
mix of topics, discussed by
appropriate experts, that range
from enzyme production in
submerged cultures and
regulation of hyphal branchings
to sex, What unites these chapters
is the hypha, that feature of
filamentous fungi which holds
the key to fungal lifestyles and
makes this book of interest to
most mycologists.
lDavidArcher
IFR,Norwich

lmicrobiology in
UAction: Studies in
Biology
By J, Heritage, E.G.V. Evans a
R,A, Killington
Published by Cambridge
University Press (1999)
S1 2.95/U5$20.95, pp. 290
ISBN: 0-521 -6291 2-8

This volume states that it
is' essential reading for
un dergnduatel and' of interest
to sixth form students and their
teac h e rl.To Iest th is I asked
undergraduate David Blackley to
co-review it, We find that
although the book iswritten in a
seemingly interesting question
and answerstyle, the answers
lack the depth that a first year
undergraduate would want. The
rather dullformat and lack of
illustrations would deter sixth
formersfrom using itwhen web
pages such as http://
commtechlab,msu.edu/sites/
dlc-me/zool and http :/ /uvwuv.
m icrobeworld,org/mlc/ are more
attractive, The book might be a
primer for a sixth form teacher
willing to research topicsfurther
fora lesson, but many ofthe
subjects covered are not part of
the high school syllabus. The
companion volume to this
(l ntro d u cto ry M i c ro b i o I o gy, by Ihe
same authors), while having the

same simple format, is
informative and useful.
Unfortunately the format doesn't
work as well forthe Microbiology
in Actiontopics.
lLizSockett&
DavidBlackley
U n ive rsity of N otti n g h a m

lUobcular Fungal
VBiology
Edited by R,0livera M, Schweizer
Published by Cambridge
University Pres (1999)
S21.95/ U5$34.95, pp, 377
ISBN: 0-521 -56784-X

There have been a few new
mycological texts published in
recent years and this is one of the
best. Ratherthan even attempting
to redress traditional texts in
modern clothes, the book takes a
bolder approach and wilfully
omits greattracts of mycologyto
enable the reader to focus on
what are the contemporary front
lines. I think it works very well.
There are only 12 carefully
selected chapters in this text,
almost all of which have a fresh
face, Let me just highlight the
chapters on fungal phylogeny,
yeast genomics, metabolic flux
and plant pathology as examples
of summaries which step ahead of
the orthodox and provide modern
overviewswith an appreciation of
the research coal face, I am sure
this book will achieve its editorial
objective in informing and
stimulating a new generation of
up-and-coming mycologists. lt
deserves to be read and taken
note of,
lNeilA.R.Gow
Universityof Aberdeen

lMohcular
UEuolution. A
Phylogenetic Approach
By R.D,M. Page a E.C, Hdmes
Published by Blachruell Science
(1ee8)
$24,95, pp,346
ISBN:0-86542-889{

The process of generating a
sequence forany gene will
inevitably lead at some stage to
the question 'how is this new
sequence related to what's in the
database?' Equally inevitably this
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willlead some poorstudent (it's
always a PhD student) to dip a
reluctant toe into the horrific
mathematical minefield of
phylogenetic analysis.
Fortunately nowadays, atthe click
of a button (try <http :/ /iubio.bio,
indiana,edu> for starters), it is
possibleto download
phylogenetic packages of such
fearsome powerthat no
knowledge of how they work
seems to be required, indeed few
of us actually understand what
the results they generate mean,
Faced with a log likelihood ratio of
7,36 most retreat into gross over-
simplification, an attitude best
summarized as'does the tree look
pretty enough to convince the
referee and getthis damned
paper published?' Unfortunately
for the poor student, the chapter
in theirthesis in which thattree
appears is likely to generate
questions like'and what exactly is
parsimony?'from their
examiners, This book is intended
to rescue us all from that
ouestion,
Page and Holmes explain most
concepts in phylogenetic analysis
in a clear and jargon-f ree manner
without recourse to more than the
most basic of arithmetic, Enough
material is covered to allowthe
student to understand what
Tajima's 0value is for, even
though they will need to rely on
the computersoftware to
calculate it (after all, that's what
computers are for!). The authors
begin from the basic properties of
populations, such as Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium, which are
equally well covered by many
othertextbooks, and from this
familiartenitory gently lead the
reader through the concepts
which underpin phylogenetics,
explaining how evolutionary
processes are thought to work
and explaining clearly why there
are so many different ways of
calculating what seems to be the
same result, The authors'focus on
the underlying concepts results in
a surprisingly readable book on
what can be a very dry subject.
lPeterBalfe
Windeyer Institute,
London

lTobacco Mosaic
VUirus:One Hundred
Years of Contributions to
Uirology
Edited by K.-B,G, Scholthof,
J,G, Shawa M, Zaitl in
Published by The American
Phytopathological Society (1999)
US$49,00, pp,264
ISB N: 0-89054-236-8,

This book can be enjoyed on
several levels, There are 26 classic
papers to read or re-read, which
illustrate the development of
virology, exemplified by the study
of TMV, and which also illustrate
the development of the scientific
paper through the century, But for
me, even more enjoyable are the
commentaries that accompany
the papers, written by scientists
who have specialknowledge of
the background to the work
described. This is the human face
of science, the effort, the insight
and the sheer luck that lay behind
the famous milestones, Here too
the discerning reader can detect
the echoes of ancient rivalries and
see how narrow is the dividing line
between fame and anonymity,
I heartily recommend this book
to anyone with an interest in the
tradition of science, and in the
way the practice of virology has
evolved over a hundred years,
lDavidl Robinson
Scotfish Crop Research
lnstitute I

Itasy Mathematics
Vfor Biologists
By P,C. Foster
Published by Harwood Academic
Publishers (1998)
$1 2.95/ US$18.50/ EU R17,00,
pp,106
ISBN: 90-5702-339-3

This is a studentworkbook
covering basic mathematical
skills required by all biologists -
the ability to handle units,
concentrations, dilutions,
exponents, logs, the simplest
equations, straight-line graphs
and the transformation of non-
linear graphs into straight lines.
The author has much experience
ofthe needs and problems of
biology students and usefully
provides several different worked
examples of each point, plus

structured practice questions
based on common biological
problems. However, its coverage
is very basic - which may well be
its major attraction to students
wanting to develop theirskills on
their own, But mosttutors will
need to take microbiology
students a little further into
equations and statistics and this
otherwise excellent resource
won't be enough on its own, ltwill
ovedap too much with other texts,
such as David Phoenix's
I ntro du cto ry M athe m atics fo r th e
Life Sciences (Taylor & Francis
1997), Perhapsthetwo should get
together for a joint second edition.
lRon Bishop
Universityof UIster

lPeptide Nucleic
UAcids: Protocols
and Applications
Edited by P.E, Nielsen & M. Egholm
Published by Horizon Scientific
Press (1999)
859.99/ US$119,99, pp, 262
ISBN: 1 -898486-16-6,

The use of peptide nucleic acid
is a noveland growing field, This
book brings together a collection
of protocols, ranging from the
synthesis of PNAto its use in a
number of molecular applications,
The information is logically
presented, with each chapter
taking the form of a short
publication, Although there is
limited troubleshooting
information, each method is
presented in a clear and concise
manner, together with appropriate
results and discussion. However,
due to the nature of the protocols,
there is inevitably some overlap
between chapters,
This book would be an excellent
source of information for
individualswho are interested in
PNAtechnology and its relevance
to their own research, lt would
also be useful for the researcher
who was perhaps not aware of
PNA, but who would like to find
out more, lt is perhaps less
relevant for workers already in
the field as it is limited to
standard protocols,
lGeraldOwenson
Universityof Warwick

lDrun ropoisomerase
VProtocols, Uol. 1:
DNA Topology and
Enzymes. Methods in
Molecular Biology,
Uol.94
Edited by M.-A. Bjornsti&
N.Osheroff
Published by Humana Press (1999)
US$79.50, pp.340
ISB N: 0-89603-444-5

Thisvolume isa highly
specialized text of great value, but
only to those laboratories involved
in topoisomerase research or
thinking about getting involved
in this area. As is typical of the
Humana Press Methodsseries the
chapters are enhanced by the
addition of 'tricks of the trade'
for those new to particular
techniques, With this volume,
the compendium of DNA
topoisomerase amino acid
sequences is a nice touch, This
book is essential reading for
postgraduate students and
technicians embarking on
topoisomerase-related projects in
chemotherapy, both anti-cancer
and anti-microbial, l am looking
forward to the publication of
volume two,
llan Morrissey
GR Micro Ltd, London

lQuantitatiue PGR
UProtocols. Methods
in Molecular Medicine,
Uol.26
Edited by B. Kochanowski &
U,Reischl
Published by Humana Press (1999)
U5$69.50, pp,320
ISBN: 0-89603-518-2

How refreshing, a realistic
appraisal as to whether PCR can
be truly quantitative, The Editors
of this book rightly state that the
truth lies somewhere between
myth and reality, The bookthen
goes on to dealwith the
theoretical considerations and
some practical protocols for
achieving quantitative PCR. The
theoretical aspects are well
covered, including some
mathematics - but don't panic
you don't need to understand the
maths to follow the arguments, A
number of chapters ovedap, but

this is a good thing, With no
clear-cut answers to some of the
problems, it is nice to see a variety
of views on contentious issues,
The protocol section is
comprehensive and well laid out
and should enable anyone to
repeat these procedures, This
book seems ideally suited for
institutional purchase, People are
going to do'quantitative PCR'so
they should look at this book and
do it as best as they can,
lTonyCarroll
GlaxoWellcomeR&D,
Stevenage

Books Received

Olron and Infection.
Molecular, Physiological
and GlinicalAspects,
Second Edition
Edited by J.J. Bullen & E, Griffiths
Published by John Wiley a Sons
Ltd (1999)
$120,00, pp,515
ISBN: 0-471 -93940-4

OAdhesion Protein
Protocols. Methods in
Molecular Biology,
Uol.96
Edited by E, Dejana & M, Corada
Published by Humana Press (1999)
U5$69,50, pp.240
ISB N: 0-89603-417-8

OBacteria in Biology,
Biotechnology and
Medicine. Sth Edition
By P, Singleton
Published by John Wiley a Sons
Ltd (1999)
822.50
ISBN: 0-471 -98880-4

OBiology, Fitth Edition
By N,A. Campbell, J,B. Reece &
L,G. Mitchell
Published by Addison-Wesley
Longman (1999)
S2i,9g, pp,1175
ISBN:0-201-52262-4
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Exhibitions The NEC Birmingham 840
1NT(Tel 0121 7673755;Fax0121 767
3535 ; e-mail genome@necgroup.co,uk)
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ISR2OOO 3RD INTERNATIONAT
svn,tpoSlutvt oHt nitiicriuu
National Chung Hsing University,
Taichung, Taiwan (R0C)
17-20 August 2000
C0NTACT: Symposium Secretariat,
College 0f Life Science, National Chung
Hsing University, 250 Kuokuang Road,
Taichung 402, Taiwan (Tel. +BBO 4
2840370; Fax +BBB 4 2860164;
e-mail isr2000@dragon nchu edu.tw;
http ://www.nchu.deu,tw/ - is12000/)

B AC I UU S2|]|/|,,APPLICATI O N S AN D
SYSTEMATI CS O F B/'//1 U.' AN D
RELATIVES
Bruges, Belgium
30-31 August2000
C0NTACT: Dr Roger Berkeley University
of Bri$ol, Badock Hall, Stoke Park Road
Bri$ol BS9 1 JQ 0el 0117 903 2480;
Fax 01 17 903 2499)

I
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AClNff1BACTER2000:5TH
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON THE
BIOLOGY OF ACINffOBACTER
Noordwijkerhout, The
Netherlands
3-6 September 2000

C0NTACT: Dr L. Dijkshoorn, Dept of
[iledical Microbiology, Academisch
Ziekenhuis Po$bus 9600, 2300 RC
Leiden, The Nethedands (Tel. +31 i1
5263931; Fax +31 71 5248148; e-mail
dijkhoorn@rullf2 medfac.leidenuniv.nl)
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l"ll 2fiilil 9!)t!t;tr'[]T*f*lrtl?t@dera.gov.uk ) For programme details, EXTREI/IOPHILES 2OOO THE 3RD
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON
EXTRE[/IO PH I LES
Technical University Hamburg-
Halburg, Germany
3-7 $eptember 2000
C0NTACT: [/s Gerlinde Loebkns TUHH-
Technologie GmbH, Schellerdamm 4
21079 Hamburg, Germany (Tel, +49 40
7661801 2; Fax +49 40 76618018;
e-mail loebkens@tutech.de)
ICHC 2OOO. XITH INTERNATIONAL
CONGRESS OF HISTOCHEMISTRY AND
CYTOCHEMI$RY
University ol York
3-8 September 2000
C0NTACT: Allison Winton, Publicity
0fficer, Royal Microscopical Society,
37/38 St Clements, 0xford 0X4 1 AJ (Tel.
01865 248768; Fax 01865 191237',
Conference e-mail rebecca@rms.org,uk ;
Exhibition e-mail allison@rms.org uk;
http ://www,rms,org.uk;
http ://www,med,ic ac.uk/external/ichc
2000/)

GREEN-TECH@.INTERNAII0NAL registrationandabstractsubmission,
C0NFERENCEANDEXHIBITI0N0N seehttp://w3.ouhsc,edu/cp2000/
SUSTAINABLEANDRENEWABLERAW MrvrArtKrAL') 11TH INTERNATI0NAL 0ONFERENCE
Royal Dutch Jaarbeurs, Utrecht, 0N NEGATIVE STRAND VIRUSES
Thi iletherlands, S-5 April 2000 0u6hec City,0u6bec, Canada
CINTACT: Mrs Barbra Pullens, 24-29June 2000
Europoint, P0 Box 822, NL-3700 AV C0NTACT: Neqatrve Strand Virus 2000
Zeist, The Netherlands (Tel, +31 30 Conference Pll B0x 33799, Decatur, GA
6933489;Fax+3130691i394; 30033-0799,USA(Fax+1404128
e-mailinfo@europoint-bvcom; 0032;e-mailnw2000@aol,com;
http://www,europoint-bv com) hfip://www nw2000,com)
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BoyarscottishAcademyof [ilT-tP#f^]fti6|!l|fit o*
Music and 0rama, Glasgow pRACTICAL C0MPUTER C0URSE
10-12 April 2000 university ol Hertfordshire,
C0NTACT: Dr Uta Bdger-Brown Hatfield, 4 July 2000
BioMedEx, 2?Allqnfoqd,{!119111,^"" INTRSDUCTt0N T0 pR6TEtN
9t"gqy^q69_qQi0el 01 360 551 082 ; ilig'ti,lffi A'itbb n orl r-nnvFax 01 360 551083; pnnilcAl CSMpUTaR C3URSE
f;,iliiil,'fi,,,tJflf$ffoi'iliftiti- n;ninly + Herrrordshire,
ti,il'iltiilt"ffitiiivut:obb ntttl Hatfield, 5 Julv2000

C0NTACT: Dr Henry Bneski Deptof
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Gomment
Doomedto live in interestingtimes
This summ er (1999) I had to return funding for a
studentship in bioinformatics to the Biotechnology and
Biological Sciences Research Council (BBSRC) because I
was unable to find asuitable candidate. There was
considerable interest from within Europe, particularly
Italy, and from the USA, but BBSRC rules specify that
applicants must be UK residents. The reason for writing
about this here is that I have discovered that I am not
alone in facingthis problem.

The shortage of trained bioinformatics staff throughout
the UK is well known. A review of the likely needs of the
UKacademic and private sector conducted by BBSRC
in 1998 revealed that there was a significant shortfall in
the numberofbioinformaticians currently required at a
variety of levels and that this problem was likely to get
worse. As a result, BBSRC has proposed supporting two
summer schools in bioinformatics. It has increased the
number of places sponsored on bioinformatics -related

masters courses by 60 %. Through the Bioinformatics
Initiative BBSRC also funds 12 studentships each year
and the Engineering & Physical Sciences Research
Council (EPSRC) funds three.

The researchprojects funded through the Initiative
usually provide support for one or more research
assistants (RA), and BBSRC experience has shown that
RA positions in bioinformatics are harder to fill than
those in other areas of biology. It is often difficult
recruiting someone with expertise in both biology and
computing .Otof 44 grants surveyed, 18 grantholders
experienced a delay of 6 months or more from the date
ofannouncement of the grant to the RA starting work.
In eight of these cases the delay was so great that the
grantholders approached BBSRC foran extension to the
grant to allow them more time to appoint someone.

Retaining the RA for the duration of the grant is also
aproblem. Ofthe 44 grants,eight (so far) have seen
the original RA resign (usually to take up apermanent
or more lucrative job) and finding a successor, where
possible, has taken several months. As agrantpfogresses,
of course, it becomes more and more difficult to find a
replacement RA who can come up to speed in time to
deliver the original project objectives. In addition,
contracts ofless than3 years'duration are not
particularly attractive.

Other research councils have also conducted surveys.
EPSRC have focused on PhD students to determine the
'health of the discipline'and their report confirms what
has been known anecdotally for some time, that in the
field of Information Technology and Computer Science,

it'has become dfficult to attract higlt-calibre students into

PhD work' . Not only do a lack of long-term career

opportunities in universities and low pay acr as barriers,

but graduates emerging from university burdened by

substantial debts are unlikely to pursue a comparatively

poorly paid academic career. Pay levels in indusrry for

the brighter graduates are currently set at three times the

studentship award. Postgraduate students in the IT field

also reported that they felt isolated from the real world

and that there was insufficient conracr with industry

which would betterprepare them for future employment.

The need for more people skilled in bioinformatics is

clear to the Medical Research Council (MRC) roo, who

have just joined forces with the Particle Physics and

Astronomy Research Council (PPARC) to launch

Training Fellowships aimed at bioinformatics. The

MRC does not have any evidence as yet ofstudentships

being hard to fill. Could this be due to the extra €2,000

added to the stipend for bioinformatics? These

additional funds are on top ofa stipend already the

highest amongst the research councils. Theirventure is

intended to encourage more people from fields other

than biology to bring their talents to bear in analysing

genomic information.

The shortage ofbioinformaticians is also recognized

outside the UK. In Germany, for insrance, DFG (the

German Science Foundation) has allocated DM 50

million over 5 years to fund three national cenrres for

bioinformatics.

It is now accepted that the pac e of dataaccumulation is

increasing and that the interpretation and manipulation

of information (especially genomic data) is crucial to the

future ofbiological sciences. Bioinformatics skills are

required urgently. The difficulties of recruitment and

retention are exacerbating the situation. The needs of

industry, especially pharmaceuticals, are driving up

salaries. Industrial iabs often have better facilities and

working conditions too, and are able to offer a more stable

cafeef stfucture than the series ofshort-term conrracrs

available in academia. Thken together this is making it

practically impossible for academia to compere.

So, is this a new model for migration of a subject out of

universities into the hands ofindustry? \fiil industry

take responsibility for t niningl If it does not, who will?

As the ancient Chinese curse would have it, we seem

doomed to live in interesting times.

O Dave Roberts, Editor

O Please notethat
views expressed in
Commentdo not
necessarily reflect
off icialpol icyof the
SG M Counci l .
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